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PAC begins to 
examine plans 
By Alex Leary 
Ithacan Staff 
After nearly five months 
since its creation, The President's 
Advisory Committee is. getting 
to the "meat" of its agenda. 
The PAC began to review the 
School of Music and Office of 
the Treasurer's staffing plans 
during recent meetings. 
These issues are among a va-
riety of topics concerning the 
College's future that have been 
discussed by the PAC, also in-
cluding the budget, downsizing 
issues and the recommendations 
of a number of task forces. 
"I think it got off to a slow 
start, which isn't surprising," 
said President James J. Whalen. 
"I think the charge was clear 
what I wanted them to do - to 
advise and to evaluate plans, but 
in the first few months there 
were no real plans to evaluate. 
It's only now that they are get-
ting to the meat of things." 
John Rosenthal, PAC mem-
ber and associate professor of 
math and computer science, said 
there has been little opportunity 
to advise the president because 
the PAC only recently started 
reviewing staffing plans. How-
ever, he said that advice on 
"finer" details is being sought 
from the PAC by the president. 
But Rosenthal said he is un-
clear of some aspects of the 
downsizing process that he is 
currently involved in. 
"What is not clear to me yet is 
what constitutes the overall ar-
chitecture and what constitutes 
the finer details on which advice 
is being sought," Rosenthal said. 
Whalen, however, said he has 
met with PAC several times to 
answer any questions. 
"I think it got off to a 
slow start, which isn't 
surprising. I think the 
charge was clear 
what I wanted them to 
do - to advise and to 
evaluate plans, but in 
the first few months 
there were no real 
plans to evaluate. It's 
only now that they are 
getting to the meat of 
things." 
-James J. Whalen, 
president 
"I have met with the group to 
answer questions or lay out the 
architecture of what I think we 
are up to, and I think those meet-
ings have been helpful to me," 
he said. "I think it will get more 
helpful as they get their teeth 
into some of the suggested 
plans." 
Jen Haley '95 said she is 
pleased with the amount ofinput 
she and Tim Speicher '96, the 
other student representative, 
have had. 
"I've been extremely satis-
fied," Haley said. "We' re always 
abletoaskquestions. The people 
in the group are receptive to our 
ideas." 
However, Haley said she feels 
with summer and the Board com-
ing, the Committee's goals can-
not be fully met. 
"How can we advise the presi-
dent on this short of time?" Haley 
said. "I feel I don't have enough 
time. It's not meeting my goals 
as well as the Committee's 
goals." 
See PAC, next page 
Ryan Beiler/The Ithacan 
John Dicker '95 ties a black armband around the arm of Tanya Tamakln '97 to "mourn the death of 
higher education" on Tuesday at the campus-wide rally. 
Campus speaks out 
By Heather Duncan 
Ithacan Staff 
"President Whalen, the experi-
ment has failed!" yelled assistant 
politics professor Victoria Kraft at 
the faculty/student downsizing 
rally, expressing frustration with 
the "experiment" of downsizing, a 
theme repeated many times on 
Monday at the rally and in the sub-
sequent protest in President James 
J. Whalen's office. There, students 
vented their frustrations and both 
Whalen and John B. Oblak, vice 
president of student affairs and cam-
pus life, responded to students' con-
cerns. 
The speakers at the rally touched 
on downsizing in all its aspects, 
concentrating lln the current tenure 
policies, the lack of diversity as a 
result of downsizing, Pataki's pro-
posed cuts to the education budget 
and the general feeling of a grow-
ing rift between the interests of the 
administration and those of the fac-
ulty, staff and students. 
The faculty reiterated the view 
that the College's method of 
downsizing is an unusual one for 
dealing with fiscal problems, and 
an experiment on the part of the 
adAl.inistration. 
"Everyone· s interests except the 
administration's are being deval-
ued," said Daniel''! Noble '96, who 
attended. 
However, assistant professor of 
English Jonathan Harris, who 
opened the rally. said that he was 
encouraged by the student interest 
in these issues demonstrated by the 
turnout, which he later estimated to 
be about 600 people over the course 
of the afternoon. "This shows at 
least there's participation at Ithaca 
College," he said, "even if it's not 
between the faculty and adminis-
tration." 
Junior and senior faculty mem-
bers, retiring faculty members, pro-
fessors who have already been given 
their notices and students spoke. 
Many senior faculty members 
wanted to make clear that they stood 
behind the junior faculty members. 
"Everyone is injured when the 
climate is so divisive," said Jonathan 
Laskowitz, associate professor of 
sociology. "The administration 
wants us to think, 'I've got [tenure), 
so screw you' - that's not the 
attitude I foster in the classroom, 
and not the attitude I want to foster 
in the department." 
Victoria Kraft, assistant profes-
sor of politics, agreed that the cur-
See ~ALLY, next page 
I. 
A lot about , the top,: Professor's book uses IC to demonstrate bad management 
I ----------- volving John B. Oblak, then dean By Marnie Eisenstadt f h s h I f H · · d ! o t e c oo o uman1t1es an 
and Bridget Kelly Sciences: "For myself, I did find 
Ithacan Staff out that Oblak made a reckless and 
Ithaca College Economics Pro- unsubstantiated accusation, and, 
fessor Bogdan Mieczkowski re- instead of withdrawing it with an 
cently published a book on how not apology, tried to bluster his way out 
to run an academic institution - of it, with threats, non-answers, in-
and Ithaca Co liege is his prime ex- timidation and harassment- typi-
ample. cal of a dysfunctional bureaucrat." 
While discussing theoretical el- Mieczkowski, who came to 
ements of dysfunctional bureau- Ithaca College in 1965, has pub-
cracy, "The Rot at The Top," pub- lished five books since 1975, in-
lished by University Press of eluding one other on dysfunctional 
America, relies heavily on personal bureaucracy. 
experiences and anecdotes in which "Dysfunctional processes pro-
Mieczkowski lambasts several ad- duce an education that is wanting," 
ministrators and professors at the Mieczkowski said in an interview 
College. with The Ithacan. "I see the prob-
For example, Mieczkowski lem of dysfunctional bureaucracy 
writes about a 1987 incident in- in academia as much more 11,.n,..r<>1 
' ' FROM THE BOOK 
At that time Whalen started implying that the campus community consists of crooks, intent on closing secret deals with the 
administration, and opposed to any disclosure abouJ those deals. 
That seems to be a strange psychic obsession, but then Whalen is by 
training a sort of psychologist, which may be a part of the explana-
tion of that obsession. Another, and more obvious explanalion, is 
that living and operating as he does in a world of dysfunctional 
bureaucrats, Whalen sees everybody in his own hand and in other 
bureaucrats' terms." 
than what concerns Ithaca College. 
I give the example of Ithaca Col-
lege because that is what I know." 
Although Mieczkowski's area 
of expertise is in economical stud-
:... '1e .:harac1erized L11e book as 
- page 198 
covering many bases. "My book 
lies somewhere on the border be-
tween economics, sociology, edu-
cational organization and possibly 
a little political science," 
Mieczkowski said. 
The book includes specific ad-
ministrators at Ithaca College as 
illu5trations in order to create fa-
miliar examples. Among these are 
Oblak; President James J. Whalen; 
Frank Musgrave, professor and 
chairofeconomics;MattWall, who 
previously served as senior vice 
president; and Provost Thomas 
Longin. 
Mieczkowski writes of several 
incidents that took place while 
Oblak served as dean of the School 
of Humanities and Sciences, as well 
as later on, when he became vice 
president for student affairs and 
campus life. He describes Oblak's 
character traits and conflict media-
tion skills, characterizing him as a 
dysfunctional bureaucrat. 
See BOOK, page 7 
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Students continue rally in president's office 
By Heather Duncan 
Ithacan Staff 
A large group of student took 
their concerns from the grass out-
side Job Hall to President James J. 
Whalen's office at the student/fac-
ulty rally on Monday. 
After several bours of speeches, 
one student suggested demanding 
to speak to Whalen, and a large 
group of students moved upstairs to 
fill his secretary's office and spill 
out into the hall as far as the stairs. 
They waited for half an hour 
outside Whalen's office while he 
finished an interview before com-
ing out with Jonn B. Oblak, vice 
RALLY 
Continued from front page 
rent tenure cap policies pit junior 
faculty members against senior 
ones. The tenure cap mandates that 
only 75 percent of any department 
is allowed to be tenured, so in some 
cases junior faculty members may 
not be allowed to go up for tenure. 
Since the last professors hired, 
many of whom are women and mi-
norities, are the first to go, many 
speakers ex.pressed a feeling that 
the job termination policy was a 
form of discrimination. "This is a 
race, class and sex.ual orientation 
war," said Elaine Leeder, chair and 
associate professor of the sociol-
ogy department. 
Associate Professor Michael 
Yarrow sang his anti-Pataki ver-
sion of "Joy to the World" again, 
adding on a verse about President 
Whalen that commented on his sal-
ary. which came up several 
times during the course of the after-
noon. 
Many students speaking at the 
rally mentioned the fact that they 
would be hesitant to recommend 
the College to others in the future. 
Keith McWhirk '96, president of 
the Student Government Associa-
tion, pointed out, ''They say, 'You 're 
president for student affairs and 
campus life, to speak to them. 
Students asked questions con-
cerning the amount of involvement 
they had in the downsizing process, 
their lack of access to the Board of 
Trustees, the future of the teachers 
recently dismissed and the quality 
of their alma mater. Whalen's re-
cent faculty meeting with the School 
of Humanities and Sciences was 
also discussed. 
The atmosphere was tense and 
Whalen was visibly uncomfortable 
with the formatofthe meeting, say-
ing, ''This is a mob, this isn't a 
group." 
The students told Whalen that 
a student, you're only here for four 
years - you have no standing in-
terest here.' And they wonder why 
alumni don't give money. Well, 
they were only here four years." 
Representatives of the African-
Latino Society and the Asia Society 
spoke together to demonstrate the 
students' need to work as a commu-
nity instead of fragmenting into 
special interest groups. Stacey 
Robinson '98 said, "I've felt iso-
lated because I'm a young black 
woman, but today I feel part of a 
community because I am a student." 
Saidy Lopez '98 added, "I came 
here to get an education. All I've 
learned with these cutbacks is that 
we shall remain ignorant and 
stable." 
Danielle Noble '96 questioned 
the importance given to students' 
opinions about the process. She said, 
''The probem is that we can try as 
hard as we can, but the reality is that 
what we have to say is not given any 
weight. The administration is very 
patronizing toward the students." 
Matt Engel '96 agreed. "Change 
has to come from within, not only 
from demonstrations. There is too 
much apathy on campus, and that's 
part of the situation that the admin-
istration has set up - students feel 
they did not like having to approach 
him in this format, but they felt 
forced to. Whalen replied that he 
had a pretty good idea of what the 
student body feels. 
When students complained of 
having no say in their course or 
professor selection, Whalen re-
sponded, "You come here because 
you like what's here." 
Whalen pointed out that some-
thing had to be cut to compensate 
for the drop in enrollment, and 
added that many colleges are 
downsizing currently. 
"I don't think there's any ques-
tion that I'm concerned that there is 
a quality education here," Whalen 
separated from the faculty and 
staff." 
The rally was organized by the 
Raucus Caucus, a group of profes-
sors who "want to make a noise 
about ~ownsizing," according to 
Harris. ''The rally was held outside 
Job Hall to let the administration 
know that concern about 
downsizing is more widespread than 
just the faculty and more than one 
constituency is at stake." 
Harris said he was very encour-
aged by the overall response at the 
rally. "It's important that people 
realize that this isn't just blowing 
off steam. This is an expression of 
ongoing dissatisfaction." 
CORRECTIONS 
• Last week's backpage photos 
were mistakenly credited to Scott 
McDermott and Ryan Beiler. 
They were taken by Greg Farina 
and Ryan Beiler. 
• In "Famed poet to visit College" 
it was mistakenly reported that 
Maya Angelou requested issues 
of The Ithacan to keep up with 
College news. She did not 
request them, they were sent to 
her by the Student Activities 
Board. 
• In "A new semester" it was 
said. 
Students demanded a forum with 
the Board of Trustees and stated 
their frustration with only being 
able to communicate with the Board 
through Whalen. Whalen said, "You 
want a confrontation with the 
Board? Next week? That's exactly 
what I don't want." 
Instead, Whalen suggested that 
the students cool down emotionally 
and think about the issues over the 
summer. 
"I don't want to keep you away 
from the Board of Trustees," 
Whalen said. "I will communicate 
these suggestions to the Board 
within a reasonable amount of 
PAC 
Continued from front page 
Haley, who will be graduating 
this year, will be replaced by an-
other student when summer PAC 
meetings are held. The PAC is cur-
rently meeting on a weekly basis 
and will have two half-day meet-
ings after commencement, she said. 
Richard Miller, dean of Health 
Sciences and Human Performances, 
said PAC is pleased with its accom-
plishments in establishing several 
task forces that were approved by 
Whalen. 
Whalen said the task forces in-
clude technology, facilities plan-
ning, student survey, and research 
Incorrectly reported that this was 
the first time •semesters" was shot 
on location; however, the show is 
always shot on location. There was 
also only one scene shot at the fire 
station, not many as was stated in 
the article. In addition, the third 
director, Michael Silverman '95, 
was mistakenly omitted. 
• Due to an error in production, the 
bas~ball story that ran in the April 
20 issue was a reprint of the April 
13 article. The correct story should 
have been about the Bombers' 
time." 
While waiting for Whalen, the 
students circulated a petition de-
manding more student involvement 
in the downsizing process and re-
ceived over 350 signatures during 
the hour they spent in the office. 
Oblak said-that the plans for job 
terminations through the 1997-98 
school year are not final. 
He also said part of the reason so 
many junior faculty members are 
losing their jobs is because there 
used to be more turnover between 
retiring senior faculty member and 
new junior faculty members be-
cause of mandatory retirement 
laws. 
and development task groups. 
Whalen estimated that PAC will 
conclude its work within a year, but 
said it may take two years. 
"It depends on how things go, 
what the environment is like,'" 11 Whalen said. , 
After PAC concludes, Whalen f 
said he will commission a strategic · 
planning committee to further ex- ' 
amine the College. 
"Once you are done with this 
operational part, then you have to 
have a group that looks down the 
years and sees how that· plan is 
coming along and tries to anticipate 
what needs to be done in the fu. 
ture," Whalen said. 
double-header victory against 
RIT on April 15 and its 11-2 win 
over Cortland on April 18. 
• In the men's and women's 
track article on April 13, a quote 
by Andrea Scott was mistakenly 
attributed to Scott Rowe. 
• It is The lthacan's policy to 
correct all errors of fact. To 
report corrections, contact news 
editors Bridget Kelly or Mamie 
Eisenstadt at 269 Park Hall or 
call 274- 3207. 
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Faculty still divided over no-confidence 
By Alex Leary 
Ithacan Staff 
When Willard Daetsch led the 
first formal Faculty Council meet-
ing 25 years ago, Ellis L. Phillips 
was beginning his term as Ithaca 
College president. 
On Monday, April 24, Daetsch, 
who presided over the AU-College 
Faculty No-Confidence Forum, said 
he sees himself in a similar transi-
tion. 
"Now I see myself chairing at a 
time when a lot of people see the 
end of another presidency," Daetsch 
said. 
About 70 faculty members at-
tended the forum to discuss the pros 
and cons of holding a no-confi-
dence vote. Most of the faculty 
members who spoke agreed that 
President James J. Whalen's--ad-
ministration is near its end, but were 
divided about whether holding a 
no-confidence vote would be best 
for the College. 
After about an hour of delibera-
tion, 43 faculty members voted to 
hold a no-confidence vote this se-
mester. Twenty-two said it was not 
appropriate, while 8 voted to hold 
the vote in September. 
The official vote will be decided 
by Faculty Council during its last 
meeting of the year on May 2. 
Warren Schlesinger, chairman 
of Faculty Council and associate 
professor of accounting, said he 
expects Council to arrange for a no-
confidence vote but is unsure if it 
will be followed through. 
'"The likely outcome is that Fac-
ulty Council will arrange for a no-
confidence vote to be held this se-
mester ," Schlesinger said. "It will 
table the motion until the fall, or 
Council, despite tonight's vote, will 
vote that we're not going to sched-
ule a no-confidence vote or go back 
to the faculty for a referendum." 
Don Lifton, Faculty Council 
member and associate professor of 
management, said he voted in favor 
of no-confidence, but will likely 
vote against it on May 2 because his 
constituents are against it. 
Schlesinger said if other Coun-
cil members vote based on what 
their constituents think, the vote 
may be different. 
Much of the deliberation cen-
tered around whether holding a 
public vote would hinder relations 
"The likely outcome is that Faculty Council will 
arrange for a no-confidence vote to be held this 
semester. It will table the motion until the fall, or 
Council, despite tonight's vote, will vote that we 're 
not going to schedule a no-confidence vote or go 
back to the faculty for a referendum. " 
-Warren Schlesinger, chairman of Faculty Council 
and associate professor of accounting 
with the Board of Trustees. 
Harold Cohen, associate profes-
sor of health services administra-
tion, said he is in favor of a public 
vote of no-confidence vote because 
quiet diplomacy does not accom-
plish anything. 
"I believe that basically Presi-
dent Whalen ... is done for. He un-
derstands power and he knows he 
has lost it," Cohen said. "Under 
these circumstances you keep up 
the pressure and the final question 
is a vote of no-confidence. This is 
not the time to ease off." 
Jake Ryan, associate ·professor 
of politics, referred to a no-confi-
dence vote that was held by Elmira 
College faculty members in the past 
in which the president did not re-
tire, but the faculty was more uni-
tied and had more say in adminis-
trative decisions. 
"For those reasons I would sup-
port this action and not sec it as 
something that is going to bring 
about an immediate resolution of 
our problems with the administra-
tion, but it would be part of an 
ongoing process," Ryan said. 
Those who opposed the vote for 
political reasons said it could bun 
relations with the Board. 
'"The argument against [the vote] 
is that the faculty is trying to de-
velop better relationships with the 
Board of Trustees and holding a 
public vote of no-confidence will 
not further that goal because they 
see it as a self-destructive act against 
the College," Schlesinger said. 
Elaine Leeder, associate profes-
sor of sociology, said that a vote of 
no-confidence might cause Whalen 
to act more destructively and that 
they should let him go with some 
confidence. 
Eric Lerner, assistant adjunct 
professor of philosophy and reli-
gion, said that holding off on the 
vote will be more advantageous to 
the faculty. 
"I think that the threat of no-
confidence vote is more of a lever 
than the vote itself," Lerner said. 
"Threatening to vote and leaving 
them [The Board] worrying that we 
may vote no-confidence if we get 
madder, I think, may be a better tool 
for getting concessions." 
Daetsch, who was asked to me-
diate the meeting because of his 
achievements at the College and his 
involvement with initiating the fac-
ulty SHARE network last year, re-
ferred to a quote by Margaret Mead. 
that was given at Professor Janet 
Fitchen's memorial last Saturday, 
when commenting on the faculties 
dedication to downsizing issues: 
"Never doubt that a small group 
of citizens can change the world. 
Indeed it is the only thing that ever 
does," Daetsch said. 
Ad for College employment is standard 
By Marnie Eisenstadt 
Ithacan News Editor 
An advertisement for part-time 
lecturers for the School of Humani-
ties and Sciences in Tuesday's 
"Ithaca Journal" may have caused 
some alarm among Ithaca College 
faculty members and students. 
The advertisement was not 
downsizing-prompted or related, as 
some may have speculated, said 
Howard Erlich, dean of the school. 
"We run this ad once a year at less-expensive adjunct faculty to Erlich said. "It says, 'where future American issues. 
about this time," Erlich said, "be- teach classes currently taught by opportunities may exist."' "We hired her because of her 
cause of the possibility that the de- full-time faculty, he said. It is more The main reason applicant pools 
partments will use part-time fac- of a safety measure. like this are created and added to 
ulty some time next year." "If something either foreseen or each year is to fill temporary ab-
The ad solicits applications for unforseen occurs, they will have sences made by professors who take 
positions very different from the the option of looking in the drawer a leave or go on sabbatical, he said. 
ones occupied by the eight Humani- and looking at the applicant pool," They are also used to find people to 
ties and :ciences professors that he said. fill part-time positions requiring 
are being dismissed this year, or the The possibility of gaining em- specialized knowledge, Erlich said, 
68.75 overthenextfouryears, Erlich ployment from responding to the ad giving an example of a person who 
explained. is not definite, either. "The Ian- was hired to teach two anthropol-
This is not an attempt to find guage of the ad is very specific," ogy courses concerning Native 
expertise in that particular area," he 
said. 
However, Erlich said he can see 
why people may be questioning the 
nature of the ad during the current 
changes in the staffing structure of 
the School of Humanities and Sci-
ences as well as the rest of the 
College. 
"I understand why the question 
is asked," he said. 
Rogan' s Corner THE ITHACAN 
1 Medium Pizza 1 Large Pizza 
12 Chicken Wings 2 16-oz. sodas 
2 16-oz. sodas 
$8.95 tax included 
$7 .95 tax included 
24 Chicken Wings 1 Medium Pizza 
2 16-oz. sodas 2 16-oz. sodas 
$6.95 tax included $4.95 tax included 
1 Large Pizza and 24 Chicken ~ings 
4 16-oz. sodas 
$15.95 tax included 
Attention Seniors! 
Delivery hours 
11:00 am - 2:00 am 
seven days a week 
273-6006. 
Must mentloo this ad when ordering 
Offers expire May 30th, 1995 
We're accepting reservations for Graduation 
Open 7 Days a Weck 
Sunday - Thursdays 11:30 a.m. - 10 p.m. 
Friday & Saturday 11 :30 a.m. - midnight 
On 96B - between Downtown & Ithaca College 
Phone 277-6666 
.. \.. 
doesn't take a 
SUMMER 
VACATION 
... but we do slow down a little bit, publishing 
biweekly for 10 weeks starting June 1. 
The Summer Ithacan is now accepting 
applications for these paid positions: 
* Advertising Director * 
* News Editor* 
* Photo Editor * 
Other paid positions, including reporters, photographers 
and sales representatives, also are available. 
Applications for management positions are due by 
s p,m, Monaay. May 1. Applications for staff 
positions will be accepted at any time. 
Applications are available in The Ithacan office, 
Park Hall 269. 
For more information, contact Paul Heaton, Manager of 
Student Publications, ~t 274-1036. 
4 The lthac :in 
Great Apartment Furnishings 
Sterling Jewelry direct from Mexico 
1 /2 Price Baskets 
Gifts for All Occasions· 
Gifts & Home Furnishings with a Flair 
306 S. Meadow Street 272 - 4816 
'
SAM'S WINE & SPIRITS ,~1 
Open: M,T,W,TH,SAT 10-9 1ir 
FRI 10-10 ;;! 
• Foreign & Domestic Wine Varieties 
• Specials on cases of wine 
• Low prices on a variety of liquors 
126 S. Cayuga SL "Next to the Ritz" 272-4784 
JVST IMAGINE ... 
lJ could be sitting here! 
$229 
PARIS $259 
AMSTERDAM$289 
ROME $119 
AfflENS $105 
MADRID $119 
PRAGUE $119 
Fares from New York, each 
way. Intcmauonal Student ID 
"-~llaja,,o-11:rrcquircd Fares subject to 
··' change. Taxes NOT mcludcd. 
Call He. t.& Penslce& 
sawe on 1/0fll' c:ampus...., 
W.'ltake1ot60/l.,_.,aulawltcan..,.wlltlaltlrtz...-.lnldt 
,._ W.'ve got ..,_,.11*111 ,au need ID ffllb fflOWIII wy - a 
"1IOdlm. dun INt _ frN WllkllllllCI mlNge on - way moves -
canw111erc caat-to-c:Oat loc:dona - • he ~ guide - and 
al Ille -:.ceamr1N ID gal ... jab donl. FGr rwavatkll11, cal llw 
locllallblllM.ardlKk .. Y.._PagaatorbHertzP.., 
1oc1111on.--you.. 
HUIIIIAuioSenice 
222El.miia lold. ldllca NY, 14850 
277-6076 
r---------------------, I I.earing campus? I 
I llenf a fJVdc ftGIII ~ Pende and get a 10% I 
I discount on~ ane way fruclr rental. I 
I I r .,% .,% I 
I OIi COUNT I OIICOUIIT I 
I r,w:,tRMlal I 
1-------:-~-;..-.-:-,..-:-:~;.;I I ..,,_.1:r,.w ... fnldal..t .. ,nbal....,_,IGaa.,._ I 
I • 1a -24· tnJcks .. "*" • Aut0ma11c ba 1sr1issa1 and I •ffl9ew*'11edmleage awmilditiollil,g I on one way renta1s • 24-hou' eme.gauc, road service I 
I __ .._.,, I 
--•11. I I ,.._ ___ ,.. __________ .. __ 
--··------ca. .J L---------~-----------
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Students demand input 
Commencement speaker· petition signed by 300 
By Jen Sladyk 
Ithacan Staff 
Members of the 1995 Senior 
Class have expressed their dissatis-
faction with the appointed com-
mencement speaker, Robert H. 
Atwell, in the fonn of a petition. 
The petition, signed by over 300 
graduating seniors, was addressed 
to President James J. Whalen and 
John B. Oblak, vice president for 
student affairs and campus life, ac-
cording to Michael Yutkin '95, one 
of the petition's organizers. 
"We got this many signatures 
realty quick, in fact, in less than two 
days. We then brought the signa-
tures and an accompanying state-
ment up to President Whalen and 
Dr. Oblak last Thursday," Yutkin 
said. 
"We, the members of Ithaca 
College's 1995 graduating class, 
formally voice our protest to the 
selection by the administration of 
Robert Atwell as commencement 
speaker. We resent the fact that the 
senior class was not fully consulted 
and that the feedback which the 
administration received was not 
considered," the opening statement 
reads. 
The petition also calls for the 
administration to schedule a sec-
ond speaker in addition to Atwell, 
one that "more adequately repre-
sents the beliefs, attitudes, and opin-
"This effort is not an attack on Mr. Atwell. It's our 
opposition to the administration's decision-making 
process." 
-Michael Yutkin '95, an organizer of the petition 
ions of the graduating class." 
Yutkin said the anger felt by 
members of the class concerning 
the Commencement speaker is not 
about Robert Atwell himself, but 
the lack of regard the administra-
tion showed towards the opinions 
of class officers and other concerned 
seniors. 
''This effon is not an attack on 
Mr. Atwell. It's our opposition to 
the administration· s decision-mak-
i ng process," Yutkin said. 
"The process has simply not been 
our choice, and our feedback has 
been blatantly disregarded. That's 
what the petition is about," he said. 
Yutkin said that upon present-
ing the petition, Oblak met with he 
and eight other seniors for an ex-
tended period of time. 
They discussed the decision-
making process and the possibility 
of inviting another speaker to the 
College. 
In an interview with The Ithacan 
on Tuesday, Oblak still contended 
that Atwell is an appropriate speaker 
for commencement. · 
"Robert Atwell is one of the top 
key figures on education. He is a 
sought-after figure," he said. 
Oblak added that he will meet 
with the group again in two weeks. 
Yutkin said that in the next meet-
ing, decisions regarding the con-
cerns raised by the petition will 
become clearer. 
.. Right now, the decision by the 
administration is still pending, They 
are interested in listening to our 
complaints, but still haven't decided 
what will happen," Yutkinadded. 
Because of the discontent ex-
pressed by seniors this year, Yutkin 
said next year's senior class will 
see some improvement regarding 
decisions about future commence-
ment speakers. 
''Guidelines are currently being 
established for the process next year 
so that this doesn't happen again," 
he said. 
Yutkin added that he has heard 
concerns that the petition might lead 
to protesting at the graduation cer-
emony. 
"We are not condoning or pro-
moting any disruption to com-
mencement. That's definitely out 
of line and uncalled for," he said. 
"This petition is about getting our 
voices through in the decision-mak-
ing process." 
World Wide Web 
Policy for Internet interface to be established 
By Avi Schaeffer 
Ithacan Staff 
If all goes as planned, Ithaca 
College will have a fully function-
ing home page on the World Wide 
Web when students arrive for the 
fall 1995 semester. 
But the policies which will gov-
ern the Ithaca College Campus Wide 
lnfonnation System, as it is offi-
cially called, are still being devel-
oped, according to Ed Fuller, direc-
tor of infonnation technology. 
Fuller said he is a member of the 
policy board which is currently dis-
cussing the policies that will gov-
ern the system. 
Once these procedures are in 
place, the policy board will be re-
sponsible for enforcing them, ac-
cording to a draft of the policy dated 
April 10. 
'"The purpose of the Campus 
Wide lnfonnation System is to fa-
cilitate the dissemination of infor-
mation of and about Ithaca College 
to the Internet community,"' said 
CraigBloem,amemberofthepolicy 
board and vice president of student 
affairs for the Student Government 
Association, quoting from the April 
IO policy draft. 
Fuller said the College posted a 
prototype home page on the World 
Wide Web, commonly called .. the 
Web," approximately one and a half 
months ago. 
Currendy, the page contains gen-
eral infonnation 3i90ut the College, 
a schedule of events and links to the 
home pages maintained by the Col-
lege library and the Office oflnfor-
mation Technology, Fuller said. 
It can be accessed from loca-
tions on and off campus, he said. 
Starting in the fall, the page will 
contain a wider variety ofCollege-
relatcd infonnation, he said. Any 
College department or officially 
recognized organization would be 
able to have their own home page, 
which would be linked to the 
"We wanted to make sure that we adequately 
covered the problem of liability without compro-
. mising freedom of expression." 
-Ed Fuller, director of information technology 
College's main home page, accord-
ing to the policy draft. 
"It has the potential behind it to 
greatly increase the speed at which 
infonnation is distributed among 
the College community and the 
world," Bloem said. 
Bloem said he would like to see 
the home page used for a student-
to-student book exchange and 
course registration. 
Fuller said the College may even-
tually post the entire course catalog 
on the Web. 
Chantelle Keller, systems pro-
grammer for academic computing 
and client services, said she has 
been designated "Webmaster," 
meaning she is responsible for the 
mainframe computer that runs the 
College's Web page. 
"I'm managing the actual ma-
chine that the Web software lives 
on," Keller said. "As we move on, 
I think my role will increase to 
include support, helping people get 
started and programming." 
Although the current draft of the 
proposed policy does not allow in-
dividual students, faculty members 
or staff members to set up their own 
home pages, both Fuller and Bloem 
said they thought it would be pos-
sible. 
"It's not a question of if, but a 
question of how," Fuller said. 
Fuller said the Student Govern-
ment Association could sponsor 
home pages for individual students, 
while academic departments could 
set up Web pages for their faculty 
members. 
"I would suspect individual fac-
ulty members' reasons for starting 
a home page would be different 
than students'," Fuller said. 
Bloem said anyone who main-
tains a page on the College home 
page will be required to attend a 
training class. 
· One of the primary functions of 
the Board will be to define what 
types of material will be permitted 
on the College's home page, Fuller 
said. 
"We wanted to make sure that 
we adequately covered the problem 
of liability without compromising 
freedom of expression," he said. 
While Bloem said he was rela-
tively confident that the policy 
would protect first amendment 
rights, he has still harbors some 
doubts. 
''The policy board wants to have 
the final say over what would be on 
[the College home page]. Nobody 
would censor your document._You 
could stick anything up you want. I 
don't think they'd take it down, but 
I still have concerns," Bloem said. 
Fuller said certain restrictions 
on the type ofinfonnation that could 
appear on the College home page 
were necessary because of copy-
right laws. 
"It's an interesting process and a 
difficult process in that we don't 
want to exercise too much control 
over content, and we want to safe-
guard people's right to expression," 
Fuller said. 
He said additional policies would 
be developed as problems arise. "I 
would anticipate the policy docu-
ment will be an evolutionary docu-
ment. This is not a policy cast in 
stone forever," Fuller said. 
*Editor's note- an article on the 
same topic appeared last week with 
many factual innacuracies. The is-
sue has been re-researched and re-
reported. 
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Ad Lab squad wins regional competition 
Headed to Florida -to 
compete in national finals 
By Kerl Stickney 
Ithacan Staff 
After many nights full of take-
out food, but lacking sleep, the 
College's Ad Lab team placed first 
at the National Student Advertising 
Competition in Washington, D.C. 
on April 22. 
Ithaca College participated 
against 13 other teams from Dis-
trict II, which consists of schools 
from New York, Pennsylvania, 
Maryland and Washington, D.C. 
"We definitely have one of the 
toughest districts to compete in," 
said Julie Godon '95, co-chair of 
the Ad Lab team, noting the team 
receives more support from the com-
munity than most schools. 
The students in Ad Lab worked 
throughout the semester to create 
the winning campaign for this year's 
sponsor -- Dodge Neon. 
"Our creativity and integrity is 
what broke us through to win," 
Godon said. 
Working on the campaign has 
given students valuable experience, 
said Erica Wardigo '95. "I suppose 
------------
"Our creativity and 
integrity is what broke 
us through to win. " 
-Julie Godon 
this is like the closest thing to be-
longing in the real world, because 
you learn everything that goes into 
a campaign," she said. 
The judges awarded the team 
with a trophy, a sit ver frame with a 
picture of the team and seven tick-
ets to the New York advertising 
awards. 
In addition, five advertising in-
ternships were awarded to the win-
ners, but the students have yet to be 
selected. 
The group "Neonized," or added 
the word neon, to the end of the 
names of famous people. Examples 
are: "Stalloneon" to describe the 
power of the car and "Einsteineon" 
to describe the car's intelligence. 
The team now moves on to the 
national competition' in Florida to 
present its campaign on June I 
against the winners of 13 other dis-
tricts. 
Jesse Ferber/ The Ithacan 
The winning Ad Lab team takes a moment to pose In front of Its home with Adviser Howard Cogan. 
"I feel confident that we have a 
really good chance to win," Godon 
said. 
This is the fifth time in the past 
I I years that the Ad Lab team from 
Ithaca has won regional competi-
tion. Two years ago, it won the 
national competition for a Saturn 
campaign. 
"I have a good feeling about it; 
it's kind of like we have good luck 
with cars," Godon said. 
Decision to close Towers Dining Hall postponed 
By Marnie Eise~stadt and 
Bridget Kelly 
Ithacan Staff 
Will it be a weight room? Will 
the Office of Financial Aid be relo-
cated there? These common ques-
tions, as well as others asked about 
what would replace the Towers 
Dining Hall if it were closed, will 
have to wait until at least next year, 
9 
said John B. Oblak, vice president 
of student affairs and campus life. 
"The decision has been post-
poned because it is too late in the 
year," Oblak said. He noted engi-
neers are still looking into whether 
the proposed atrium over Egbert 
Dining Hall will weigh too much 
for the current structure. 
Some further decisions have 
been made about the renovations to 
PIZZERIA 
404 W. State St Ithaca, NY 
the snack bar, however, Oblak said. 
The changes to the snack bar, 
which will be completed by the fall, 
will include a Market Square salad 
bar and a Sara Lee deli, which will 
serve Sara Lee meats and cheeses. 
Oblak said. 
A third addition will be the "Al 
Fresco" section. "It's kind of an 
Italian eatery," Oblak said. "This 
will be deliverable pizza." Pizza 
Ithaca's biggest Calzones ... Guaranteedl 
Over 14" Long, Only $ 4.25 each! 
l."Gotta Lotta Ricotta"Cheese -
(Mozzarella. Ricotta. Pecorino Romano and Spices) 
2. Ham-
(Moz:urella, Ricotta. Pecorino Romano and Spices) 
3. Veggie -
(Mushrooms, Olives. Hot Peppers. Spinach. Onions 
Fresh Garlic, Broccoli) 
4. Pepperoni -
11. Chicken Bleu -
( Barheque Chicken, Blue Cheese) 
12. Hawaiian - *New* 
(1-fom. Pineapple) 
13. Seafood - *New* 
(Crabmc.it. Shrimp) 
14. Meatball Parmazone - *New* 
(Me.:itballs. TomJtO Sauce) 
could be delivered to both offices 
and residence halls during after-
noon and evening hours, he said. 
The grill will remain open. 
Oblak said the snack bar will 
also be open longer. "We've not set 
the hours yet, but the hours are 
going to be much more extensive." 
Aside from the snack bar reno-
vations, Oblak said he is also final-
izing plans on the coffee house/ 
pub, the Freshens yogurt stand to be 
added to the candy shop. and a 
possible Subway to be put in the 
current B.J.'s. 
The renovations will begin May 
22. Oblak said he would like the 
snack bar to be completed by the 
last week of July in order to open 
for the Empire State Games, which 
will be held at the College during 
the second week of August. 
(Mozzarella, Ricotta. Pecarina Romano and Spices) 
5. Spinach & Cheese -
(Mozzarella, Ricott.a. Pccorioo Romano and Spices) 
15. Sausage Parmazone - *New* 
(Sausage. Tomato Sauce) 
16. Veal Parmazone - *New* 
(Ve.:il, Tomato Sauce) 
Come experience elegant violence. 
6. Broccoli & Cheese -
(Mozzarella. Ricott.a, Pcconno Rom.ioo and Spices) 
7. Meat -
o.,iozzarella. Ricotta. Pccorino Roll1dno .:ind Spices) 
8. Chicken -
(!\,1ozz..irclla, R1cott.1. Pci.::onno Rom.mo .rnd Sriccs) 
9. Eggplant -
(~101L.U"c!l.1. R1\'.'Lma. Pec:oTl!ll' Rl :11 • .1110 .-i.iJ Spi,.:e-.l 
IO. Mixed -
17. Pestozone - *New* 
(Sliced Tom.itoes. Pesto Sauce) 
18. BBQ Smokezone - *New* 
(Crnlled Ste.,k. Smoked llarbeque Sauce. '.'.1ouolfella. Ricott.i, 
Pc,.:onno Rom.1110 .ind Sp1ce.c;) 
19. Cordon Ulcu - *New* 
(Clw .. kcn. ll..1111 Blue ( hec.,el 
20. Artichoke Zone - *Ne\\* 
'\11 ht'M IL.l'~, 
.-111 Caf-:.<111£'\' Include: .Ho-;;::arelfa, Ricotta. Pecori,w Romano & Spice.,· 
.Wade fresh to order, Any Ca/:.one can be altered to your \'/U'ci}it arions 
G.P. Knoughs Calzones! 
' '· ; ~ . _._. . . . ~ "] ; . .,·::0 ':: .c: ,,,.,:: .,._ •Splnac'1 Squaro$ • ;:·, , ... " ·: : ,. · 
; , ·• · . _:, HOHEST . · •,,"OUCH" .,:,,J:,• : : , · .', ; .,. ...... ~ .' . : . :-
Free Delivery until 3 am 
---~------711:f~i~--------~~ I Buy on•.'. c1J1unc ,n Il'!:,!L'.!ar ~mcc _ Buy uiw iarg,· p11:1.a and g,·t ij 
and get the scrnnJ lor $2.2:,, Just tor I a scrnnd for $5.00 I 
I mcntioning"G.P. Knoughs Calzoncs"I I 
I \Vhcn ordering. hp1res ~,-,. 1/1).' .L •mu,, lllc'll(l<l\l \\hc·n nrcl,·rin>.: I· .\pile> ':'o.01/•.J),' L------------ ----~-------
Saturday, the undefeated 
ITHACA LONESTARS host their 
XXVI ANNUAL CLIVUS MULTRUM 
RUGBY Classic 
Date: THIS Saturday, April 29th 
Time: 11 :00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m . 
. Place: Lower.Buttermilk Falls . . · :' 
. ·,' .: . . .. ' ', . -_.-,-; ,-..- .. ·, -::.· -.·,... . . .. ,.: 
food & lkveragcs 
" will be provided ,, 
{l > ~~~ 
<11 
.....,,1.'1,:·ilv 11 .':c.1 \ ., 
!\ti 
.. ' 
' 
' / ' ~ ' ' . ~ 
' ,._ _____ _J ,-- . --------
----- Route l,~ ·----·-
Take Route 13 south to second Buttermilk tntran~{' 
~. 
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RHA elects next year's board CAMPUS SAFETY i..OG 
By Renee Solano 
Ithacan Staff 
Scott Wexler '97 and five other 
students will lead the Residence 
Hall Association for the 1995-96 
school year. RHA held its yearly 
executive board elections on 
Wednesday, April 19th. 
The newly elected officers in-
clude Wexler, president; Shelly 
Boehlke '97, vice president; Craig 
Sordillo '97, treasurer; Shelby Stay 
'97, secretary; Tammy Mayberry 
'97 for National Communications 
Coordinator; and Jeff Bourke '97 
and Melissa Walters '98, who will 
share the position of co-program-
ming director and public relations 
coordinator. 
The seven people will work to-
gether as the executive board along 
with each of the residence hall presi-
dents. 
Individual residence ·hall presi-
dential elections will take place 
when school resumes in 1the fall. 
The elections are done by secret 
ballot with each residence hall presi-
dent casting one vote. 
The treasurer, secretary and NCC 
positions were uncontested while 
thepositionofprcsident, vice presi-
dent and programming directors 
were competitive. 
"More or less my main goals are 
to have a strong , communication 
with the students, the residents and 
the administration;" Wexler said. 
Mayberry, the newly elected 
NCC, said she provides a li~k be-
tween Ithaca College and the North-
eastern Association.of Colleges and 
University Residence Halls. 
"My position would help in get-
ting more ideas for programming at 
Ithaca College that would meet the 
needs of the students," she said. 
Student receives biology award 
By Brett Matthews 
Ithacan Contributor 
A summer of hard work in the 
biology lab has proved valuable to 
one student at Ithaca College. 
Peter Yakowec, a junior bio-
chemistry major, recently received 
the Barry Goldwater Award, a 
$7,000 award for his work in mo-
lecular biology. 
The Barry Goldwater is a presti-
gious award given to those students 
planning to continue their educa-
tion at a graduate level, Yakowec 
said. About 150 awards were given 
out nationwide. 
Y akowec received the award for 
his study of protein involved in the 
electron transport within the cell; in 
other words, the process of how 
higher organisms obtain their en-
ergy, he said. 
Yakowec was nominated by his 
adviser, Dr. Vicki Cameron. 
He said he attributes his success 
to Dr. Cameron and the chairman of 
the chemistry department. 
"If it wasn't for her, I wouldn't 
be here," Yakowec said in regards 
to the help he has received through 
Dr. Cameron. 
Although Yakowec has a 4.0 
grade point average, he felt he did 
not have much of a chance going 
against other universities such as 
Cornell and the Rochester Institute 
of Technology. 
"Dr. Cameron had nominated 
me for the award, and I knew I was 
going up against some prestigious 
schools," he said. 
Board of Publications names editors 
By Ithacan Staff 
The Board of Student Publica-
tions has named Jonathan 
Whitboume '96aseditorinchiefof 
The Summer Ithacan and Amy 
Feeley '97, as editor in chief of the 
1996 yearbook, "The Cayugan." 
Whitbourne, who will oversee 
the production of the biweekly pa-
per, is a journalism major and cur-
rently the managing editor of The 
-----
Ithacan. 
He h~s also served as sports edi-
tor and reporter for the newspaper, 
according to information provided 
by Paul Heaton, manager of student 
publications. " I hope to produce a 
paper that blends both hard news 
stories with the lightness oflthaca' s 
glorious summer season," 
Whitboume said. 
Feeley, a speech pathology ma-
jor, will oversee the production of 
the yearbook beginning in the fall 
of 1995. She is currently assistant 
editor in chief of the yearbook and 
has also served as co-athletics edi-
tor, according to the infonnation. 
The candidates were interviewed 
by the Board of Student Publica-
tions Tuesday, April 25. Recom-
mendations were made to Thomas 
W. Bohn, dean of the Park School 
of Communications, who accepted 
them. 
SE f ~ 10 RS 
The following Incidents are among 
those reported to the Ithaca College 
Office of Public Information, based 
solely on reports from the Office of 
Caf11)USSafety. 
Anyone with any Information re-
garding these entries Is encouraged 
to contact the Office of Campus 
Safety. Unless otherwise specified, 
all reported incidents remain under 
investigation. 
Friday, Aprll 14 
• A student was referred judlcialiyfor 
possession of drug paraphernalia 
within a residence hall room. 
• A student was transported to the 
Health Center after being found in a 
highly intoxicated condition In a resi-
dence hall. The student was referred 
judicially for the incident. 
• Two students were referred judi-
cially for possession of marijuana and 
drug paraphemalla within a residence 
hall room. 
• A staff member reported damage 
to a restroom in the Campus Center. 
It appeared as though unknown per-
sons had kicked a partition located 
between two of the bathroom stalls. 
Saturday, April 15 
• A student reported the theft of a 
gym bag and its contents from the fire 
lane near Garden Apartment 27. Theft 
occurred at approximately 8:30 p.m. 
this date. 
• A student's vehicle was reportedly 
damaged while it was parked in L lot 
between March 14 and this date. It 
appeared that the windshield was 
broken with a rock. 
Sunday, Aprll 16 
• A student reported the theft of a 
kitchen utensil from the 6th floor 
lounge of the East Tower. Theft oc-
curred at approximately 5:00 p.m. 
Monday, April 17 
• A slUdent reported that a vehicle 
was damaged while parked In R lot 
between March 14 and March 16. 
Damage consisted of scratches run-
ning down the side of the vehicle. 
Tunday, April 18 
• A student was transported from the 
East Tower to the Tompkins Commu-
nity Hospital by Bangs Ambulance 
after sustaining an accidental neck 
Injury during the night. 
• A non-student reported that a bank 
bag had been taken from their vehicle 
while parked in D lot at approximately 
9:00 p.m. on April 16. The bag was 
later recovered minus the cash that 
had been inside. 
Wednesday, Aprll 19 
• A student reported the theft of their 
Macintosh Powerbook laptop from the 
third floor of Rowland Hall. Theft oc-
curred between 10:30 and 11 :00 p.m. 
April 18. The computer i~ valued at 
$1,200. 
• A student was referred judicially 
after removing a food Item from a 
delivery vehicle while it was parked on 
campus. 
• A staff member reported the March 
27 theft of a bracelet from .Ford Hall. 
The bracelet Is valued at approxi-
mately $350. 
Thursday, Aprll 20 
• A staff member reported that a fire 
extinguisher had been maliciously dis-
charged on the .10th floor of the West 
Tower. 
• A staff member reported that food 
items had been removed from the 
Eastman Hall vending machine. 
Safety Tip 
• Ithaca College community mem-
bers are reminded that as warm 
weather approaches, vehicles parked 
on campus should be secured by roil-
ing up windows, locking vehicle doors 
and securing soft top or convertible 
tops to prevent theft. 
I 
CALL 2 72 6484 
for GRADUATION WEEKEND 
DINNER RESERVATIONS at 
Today is Yorn Hashoa 
TUl)l34.CI\~§ 
"HOME OF NEW YOR.K STATE DINING" 
All Major Credit Cards "- Route 13 Ithaca, NY 
from ~pm 'til 11pm 
Grab your friends! Team Trivia, with a live mobile DJ, has hit 
the Holiday Inn! Form a trivia team of your five (or less) best 
and smartest (at least they think so) friends to challenge 
other teams for valuable prizes •.• and there's· no cover! 
~, A•21mdov• 
,.:-
-\\~ ~ebo d•"'" • .....,,,,.,.,1~ R E S TA U R A N T 
~df""~ ............. 2220>,,JgQStleellllOCo 272-100) 
Holocaust Memorial Day 
Schedule: 
11 a.m. - 5 p.m. Reading of the names 
Free Speech Terrace - Campus Center 
8 p.m. - Schindler's List 
( On large screen· in Textor 101) 
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BOOK 
Continued from front page 
Mieczkowski uses the specific 
example of a situation in which a 
professor of economics from Penn-
sylvania State University spoke 
about changes in the Chinese 
economy and the injustices and 
corruption of communism at an 
honor society induction. He writes 
that Oblak was displeased with the 
talk and expressed his opinion 
to other professors in the depart-
ment. 
"The man exhibited clearly what 
I call a Byzantinian personality: he 
was intimidating, insensitive, and 
arrogant to those he regarded as his 
inferiors, while being an ostenta-
tious, servile, and widely known 
bootlicker to his own superiors, the 
provost and the president of the 
college," he writes. Mieczkowski 
goes on to characterize this behav-
ior as "communist." 
Oblak declined to discuss the 
book with The Ithacan. 
In reference to Whalen, 
Mieczkowski questions his qualifi-
cations for occupying the presi-
dency. He discusses Whalen's pre-
vious experiences in both manage-
ment and the field of academia, 
suggesting that he is not deserving 
of the salary he is currently receiv-
ing. 
Mieczkowski alleges that 
Whalen's only published academic 
work was a single article on Japa-
nese education, and that it was not 
properly cited. 
"It was not original. I happen to 
have read several books on Japa-
nese education and had a talk about 
it to some Southern Tier teachers," 
Mieczkowski said in the interview. 
"I did not find any new refreshing 
idea as well as I did not find any 
footnotes." The article was pub-
lished in the December 1986 issue 
of the "Ithaca College Quarterly." 
Mieczkowski presented no evidence 
for his allegations regarding the 
article's originality other than his 
own opinion. 
Whalen declined to discuss the 
book with The Ithacan. 
Mieczkowski suggests that in 
one situation, Musgrave failed to 
defend him to the best of his ability 
while Mieczkowski made allega-
tions of misconduct about a col-
league, Ira Brous. 
.. Libelous charges swirled about 
me, and while Musgrave could have 
corroborated my misgivings and 
doubts about Brous in detail and 
with first-hand observations, he 
chose to say nothing, or virtually 
nothing," Mieczkowski writes. 
He makes comments of a similar 
natureaboutMusgrave'swife, writ-
ing that Eva Mae Musgrave, who 
worked at the College health cen-
ter, pushed him to file a complaint 
about a professor using his office to 
have sex with a female student. 
Later on, when Mieczkowski was 
accused of slandering the profes-
sor, he writes that she refused to 
testify in his favor. 
would be to gain 
insights on its 
author." 
Mieczkowski 
also brings up the 
transitional ar-
rangement for 
former senior 
vice president 
Wall, who re-
signed from the 
College in May 
of 1993. Wall 
was given sever-
ance pay and 
Mieczkowski, 
P robably the most brazen case of thij kind of bureaucratic largesse. at the time of this writing 
undetermined as to us size, occurred in the case of the 
senior vice president at Ithaca College, Mattheiv 
Wall. 'Senior' is a relati1·e term since the Wall had 
graduated from Ithaca College in the class of /967. 
with no other academic degrees. 'Vice' may be-
under conditions of bureaucratic dysfunctionality-
a double entendre, and that can be extended to many 
other vice presidents as well. 
"Her refusal to testify proved 
that the need to succeed in life-on 
one's own or through one's hus-
band- is stronger for some people 
than is the principle of truth and 
fairness," Mieczkowski writes. 
Musgrave chose to respond to 
The Ithacan in a written statement. 
He writes, ''The author, in this book, 
represents himself best. Indeed, he 
may only represent himself fully. 
The others mentioned in the book, 
including myself, my wife, and 
many of my highly respected col-
leagues on the faculty and in the 
administration are best represented 
by their many accomplishments and 
deeds which are not included in the 
book. A purpose in reading the book 
- page 196 
writes that he expects him to return 
to the College pending completion 
of his graduate studies. 
He alleges that this is not for the 
benefit of the College, but for Wall's 
personal gain. "Having developed 
close relations with the Ithaca Col-
lege [P]resident, James ("call me 
JJ. ") Whalen, he apparently worked 
himself into good graces with Roy 
Park, the chairman of the Ithaca 
College Board of Trustees, who 
retired in 1993 ... 0nce a doctorate is 
gained in two or three years, Wall, 
with his credentials, will be a shoe-
in for a presidency," Mieczkowski 
writes. 
He said he received all informa-
tion on.the transitional arrangement 
from an article in The Ithacan on 
June 10, 1993. Mieczkowski said 
he had no first-hand knowledge of 
the arrangement. As for the infor-
mation regarding Wall's future at 
the College, he said in the 
interview that it 
was 
from 
derived 
"sheer 
A clearly dysfunctional characteristic that Longin developed to a virulently morbid degree was 
proclivity for verbal diarrhea, or logorrhea. He could 
say nothing on any subject-and take a long time to do 
it. Any appointment with him on any matter would 
become a drawn-out affair of much stroking of his 
beard, smiling, and of the tedious loquacity of on-the-
one-hand and on-the-other-hand, of this-is-a-diffi-
cult-matter-to,decide, and of note taking if a number 
of points were made by the professor, and promises of 
thoughtful consideration. 
imagination." 
Wall did not 
return phone 
calls from The 
Ithacan. 
Mieczkowski 
also finds fault 
with the qualifi-
cations of 
Longin. "He ac-
quired, in the 
words of a col-
league. a well-
founded reputa-
- page 112-113 
BENEFIT FOR: 
tion for misrepresentations, caused 
either by his desire to appear help-
ful to anybody without actually 
being able (or willing) to be so, or 
by refusals from above to some of 
his suggestions, or by a permanent 
character trait," he writes. 
A representative from Longin's 
office said he has not yet read the 
book. 
The text was written. in part, to 
notify people such as Longin of 
their dysfunctionalities, 
Mieczkowski said. 
Motivation behind the words 
Mieczkowski said the impetus 
for writing the book came- from 
several different factors. "I wanted 
to point out problems and make 
people responsible for what they 
have done," he said. adding he 
was also motivated by personal rea-
sons. 
''There is also a personal ele-
ment in the book, that is a desire to 
exonerate myself," he said. "In this 
respect, the book produces vindica-
tion." 
Mieczkowski explained that he 
was referring to various allegations 
made against him over the years, 
many of which are mentioned in the 
book. He felt a need, he said, to 
prevent people from accusing 
him of unnamed crimes in the fu-
ture. 
Although Mieczkowski said he 
has facts and documents to back up 
these allegations, their veracity may 
come under scrutiny because of the 
nature of the publisher. 
THINK 
TOMPKINS COUNTY HEMP INFORMATION NETWORK FOR KNOWLEDGE 
WITH PERFORMANCES BY: 
GOOSE 
Saturday, April 29, NOON TO 4PM $3 
CAMPUS QUAD 
·····································~····· Tickets on sale In the Campus Center, Thuresday and Friday from 9a.m. to 3 p.m.
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"I had difficulties in finding a 
publisher." 
··Toe Rot at the Top" was pub-
1 ished by University Pre~s of 
America Inc. Though the pres, ha~ 
a review process that is less ~trin-
gent than that of other publi~her~. 
Mieczkowski said it is important to 
distinguish the University Press, 
from what he considers vanity 
presses, which rely on full compen-
sation from authors and may not 
review materials before pub! ication. 
In order to be published by Uni-
versity Press, an author must meet a 
minimum purchase amount before 
the manuscript is accepted, 
Mieczkowski said. He had to pro-
vide for the purchase of I 00 copies. 
An arrangement was made with 
a local bookstore, he said. "I found 
my arrangement with the Corner 
Bookstore quite satisfactory." 
"University libraries order from 
UPA," he said, noting that Cornell 
libraries have a copy of the hook. 
Mieczkowski said he wrote to 
about 13 publishers originally. but 
many were afraid to publish a book 
on this topic. 
"I found the topic scared them. 
They did not want to see the manu-
script," he said. 
However, the apprehension has 
not spread to the local community, 
m which the book was well-re-
ceived. 
Local Sales 
"I've sold about 50, ordered 80," 
said Thomas Riker, president of the 
Corner Bookstore. "It's doing very 
well, but given the local nature, it's 
not surprising." 
The Corner Bookstore is one of 
three local new-book retailers that 
are currently selling the book. The 
Cornell Campus Store has sold one 
of the six copies it ordered, and the 
Ithaca College Bookstore has sold 
two of 10. 
Riker, who has read this as well 
as other books written by 
Mieczkowski said he expected the 
book to be a more general represen-
tation of dysfunctional bureaucracy. 
"It's harsh, but I'm assuming it's 
accurate," he said. 
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QUOTE.OF 
THE WEEK 
·" Everyone is injured 
when the climate is so 
divisive. The adminis-
tration wants us to 
think, 'I've got [ ten-
ure], so screw you' -
thats not the attitude 
I want to foster in the 
department. " 
-Jonathan Laskowitz 
Page 1, column 5 
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Opinion 
Remember the term no-confidence vote? Well, it is back. Or rather, 
it never really left. THE ITHACAN'S VIEW 
a The Ithacan 
Thursday, April 27, 1995 
Page8 
In January, members of the Park School of Communications faculty less than haH of the faculty pa~lpater 
expressed to the Faculty Council their desire to hold a no-confidence In that case, anything less than three-fourths of a faculty response 
vote against President James J. Whalen. should not be acceptable as a final outcome. If less than three-fourths 
Since this first suggestion, Faculty Council has discussed the idea of the faculty vote during a no-confidence decision, that would be an 
with its colleagues in order to gather differing opinions throughout the indication that the vote should not have occuned In the first ptace. 
spring semester. Now on May 2, the Council again will weigh the Faculty members would find It more advantageous to stage a no-
importance of holding a no-confidence vote before the academic year confidence vote at the beginning of next semester, allowing more time 
is over. to witness the birth of new staffing plans and the further dismissal of 
As the end of the semester creeps up, there are even more faculty, staff and administration. 
reasons why holding a no-confidence vote would not be beneficial for But holding a no-confidence vote Is still an unadvisable idea. 
the College. The Board of Trustees has been aware of the visible displeasure 
Some might argue that the faculty should just take the plunge and among some members of the College community aince they received a 
conduct a no-confidence vote instead of attempting to collect copy of the Faculty Statement in February. Remember this Is relatively 
everyone's opinions first. But squeezing in a no-confidence vote the same Board who has continuously supported President Whalen's 
during the busiest and most stressful time of the year f!lakes it ~ppear efforts in the past and granted him a salary Increase. If faculty mem-
that Faculty Council is conducting a vote simply to get it over :,vith. bars find it difficult to communicate with the Board now, wait until a no-
Also, a rushed no-confidence vote certainly would contradict the confidence vote Is passed against the president. 
large amount of care and precaution in how the Council has previously Faculty members have also discuss~ the possibility of Pr~sident 
approached this issue over the past few months. · Whalen retiring in the future and what kind of effect a no-confidence 
In addition, some faculty opinions on the subject still remain hidden. vote would have. 
Only 73 faculty members attended a Faculty Council Forum held on Next week the Council needs to reach a consensus on whether to 
April 24, 43 of which voted in.favor of holding a no-confidence vote. even hold a no-confidence vote now, wait until fall 1995 or abolish the 
It is expected and understandable that not all faculty members can idea all together. 
attend these meetings due to busy schedules. But when only 10 The Council should take into consideration the inconvenient time 
percent of faculty state their interest in voting no-confidence, this is an and unclear lines of support and dissention among faculty members. 
indication that there is either not enough interest, or another system of Most Importantly, all professors should express any views they have 
obtaining information from such a diverse group must be eStablished. with their Faculty Council representative, so that all viewpoints are 
And whi!e supporters of the no-confidence vote are fairly visible, finally laid out on the table. · 
some faculty members who either feel nervous or indifferent to the Lauren Stanforth 
issue have not contributed their opinions. Edi 
This raises the issue of, "What if a no-confiden;.:ce:_:vo::,:t::e.::is:.h:.:.;e:.:ld:.=.an:.;,;d:,_ ___ .,,-'IIJ _ttt _r,a _______________ E_d_i_to_r1_a_1 _P_ag_e _ to
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LETTER . 
Showcase 
article had 
no depth 
I'd like to begin by commending the Ithaca 
College Board of Concerts for finally support-
ing local musicians with the IC Showcase '95. 
It's been obvious over the years that local radio 
and clubs have done little of nothing to support 
the pool of Ithaca talent. 
That being said, I think that the outome was 
disappointing. First of all, the amount of people 
who came out was discouraging. Second of all, 
the fact that a band doing 100 percent original 
songs (the Dent) should come in second to a 
band that performed a set almost entirely, if not 
entirely, cover tunes. 
~ILL 
EY£HAN6E 
\>OU.MS 
FOR FOO~ 
Taking nothing away from the Tony Desare 
Tri~, tha! are a~I That article was 
amzmgly gifted musi-
cians with more talent an embarrass-
than I could ever think ment and a slap 
tohave,butbythesame in the face to all 
token, there is a huge h . h Cuts, cuts and more cuts and Craig Henehan 
Senior art show entailed 
hard work, dedication 
difference between t e artists W O doesn't like fake, yuppie people. Seven pages of 
recreating a song com- put their heart cuts were deemed more relevant to student life 
pletely from scartch and soul into than the senior art and photography showing in 
within Y?urself and the work on that theHandwerkerGallery.Indecd,cutsareessen-
rearrangmg an old tialnewsandaffectmostofus,buteventhemost 
standard.As I watched ~tage. horrid of television news broadcasts are broken 
. , up a bit for a community-oriented or a "feel 
the. Desare_ Tno, I co~ldn t help but be a~ed by · good" story. Despite four years of work by the 
the1rtechnicalexpert1se,butlalsocouldn thelp de ts d th "dan of professors the 
but think, "Somebody wants to be Harry Connick st11 . n ho• an. noet garranu1 tedceas1 "mmcdiatc n'ews 
J .. Th . H C . k tcd to be seniors w 1s w 
~- en a~:nn, _arry onmc wan to The Ithacan. Highlighted stories which re-
Smatra, so 1t s a cn~le, I guess. ceived more attention, text, and higher quality 
. Lastl~, I w~uld I~ to com°!ent on the atro- hoto h included the front page mention of 
c1ousart1clepnntcdmlastw~k s/t~c~about ~ reS:::: Jr an ICTV soap opera. Henehan's 
the Sho"'.case. ~twas n?t JOumal1sm,_1t w~ a "Accent On" and 8 mystery dinner. young grrl asking her friends for therr unm- Th l hac , · f th how misnamed 
r ed · · "Th too I d" Wh t e t an srev1ewo es 
,~nn opm1o~s.. ey were _ou . a the holography departmentportionoftheshow 
kind of analysis 1s that? ~t article was an as !e cinematography department. While the 
e~barrassment ~d a slap m the f~e to all the degree is cinema and photography, no films 
artists who put their heart an~ so~) mto the work were shown. As for the photography portion of 
on that stage. It would be mce if Th_e Ithacan the show, the one piece which received the most 
found someone who knew something about u· as of three portr"':ts entitled "Colos-
. . bo . atten on w ... 
music to wnte _a ut music. . sal Faces: One, Two and Three." It was ex-
Congratula~ons to_ all _who ~k part m the plained as demonstrating"thesharpnessofthree 
Showcase.Let shope1tw11lbegmalongneeded f: .. and .. · ted thro gh a negati·ve to 
. . 1 al . tha Th 1 hac aces was pnn u trend m respecbng oc artlSls t e I an create a positive on onholith." Ortholith is 
can attmept to follow. simply the medium used, but the negative-to-
Matthew Barber positive process is a given to not only photogra-
Drama ,95 phers,butanyonewhohasevertakena snapshot 
and had prints made at Wegman's. It seems as if 
the mention of this might be due to having sent 
a writer who knows little about art to a gallery 
opening. 
No mention was made of the fact that much 
of the work displayed is part of final portfolios 
which seniors use to seek employment, nor that 
the work is a compilation of four years of hard 
work for most involved. Professor Danny Guthrie 
of the photography department, who has guided 
the production of much of the work displayed, 
was not even mentioned, nor were any art fac-
ulty. H The ,Ithacan was to consider weighing 
the time investment in an event (four years of 
degree work vs. two hours of peop!e eating 
dinner), the separation may be more distinct and 
Jess offensive to those involved. 
This is not to be misunderstood as an egoma-
niacal response to the review, but as a request 
for recognition of one of the important events 
that all too often are readily dismissed. As se-
niors whose work is currently displayed in the 
gallery, we arc being told that the four years 
we've spent in the basement of Park and the 
degrees we'll receive next month, take the back 
seat to everything mentioned on each of the 
sixteen pages preceding the show's mention 
Shelly SUvennan 
Peter Spier 
Cinema /Photography '95 
April 27, 1995 
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Editorial lacked research 
The editorial in the April 20 
issue of The Ithacan regarding pro-
gram cuts in the division of inter-
collegiate athletics offered a sug-
gestion that was both disturbing 
and off the mark. Stanforth, the 
editorial page editor, wrote that 
"Perhaps more care. will be taken 
in selecting what programs are 
more fiscally smart to eliminate 
rather than cutting programs based 
on a popularity contest." I would 
suggest that perhaps Stanforth 
should take more care and con-
duct a more thorough fact-finding 
mission before presenting her pub-
lished positions in The Ithacan. 
In fact, Stanforth never dis-
cussed the particulars of the down 
sizing maneuvers in athletics with 
the most knowledgeable person 
on campus in this matter, Mr. Rob-
ert Deming, the director of athlet-
ics since June of 1980. How could 
Stanforth make a judgment on a 
selection process without even 
knowing what the process was? 
Deming has dedicated the last 
15 years of his professional life to 
creating a model athletic program 
at Ithaca College. His goal of cre-
ating an "opportunity for success" 
for each student athlete and team 
has helped Ithaca grow into one of 
the most respected athletic pro-
grams in the country. He has al-
ways placed the needs of the stu-
dent athletes and coaches high on 
No reduction is enacted 
without pain and disap-
pointment. Stanforth :S 
proposed alternatives in 
regard to golf are a 
disservice to her audi-
ence and the current 
members of the team. 
Had she discussed the 
validity of her sugges-
tions with Deming, I'm 
sure she would have 
learned a great deal. 
the division· s priority list. I'm sure 
that this past year has been the most 
painful of his 38 some years in 
intercollegiate athletics. No deci-
sion has been more difficult. Still, 
faced with the directive to make 
reductions, he took on the chal-
lenge as he does everything else, 
with the most thorough investiga-
tion imaginable. He has involved 
the coaching staff and the adminis-
tration in the decision-making pro-
cess and has provided volumes of 
background information to help 
formulate the best recommenda-
tion. 
A criteria was developed in con-
sidering possible reductions. Most 
of all, Deming and the coaches were 
unified in the belief that program 
adjustments should be made with 
the outcome a division of intercol-
legiate athletics which could main-
tain its reputation and tradition as 
successful in a broad-based man-
ner. 
Since the actual proposal was 
submitted to the Provost in March 
of 1995, how could, as Stanforth 
suggested, the announcement of 
team cuts be made any earlier? As 
soon as administration approval 
was received, Deming acted 
promptly to inform his division of 
the changes. 
No reduction is enacted with-
out pain and disappointment. 
Stanforth's proposed alternatives 
in regard to golf are a disservice to 
her audience and the current mem-
bers of the team. Had she dis-
cussed the validity of her sugges-
tions with Deming, I'm sure she 
would have learned a great deal. 
Another Ithacan reporter, Jennifer 
Saltzgiver, spent a great deal of 
time with Deming finding out how 
these decisions were developed. 
Would it have been that difficult 
for Stanforth to do the same? 
Many pieces in The Ithacan 
this year have been credible and 
accurate because of the complete 
research the writers have done prior 
to publication. Unfortunately, this 
editorial fell short of that standard. 
Pete Moore 
Sports Information Director 
Title IX hurts male sports 
In the article "Cutting Back" in 
the April 20 issue of The Ithacan, 
the discussion of cutbacks due to 
Title IX are discussed. Bob Deming 
is quoted as saying "if downsizing 
wasn't an issue, we'd still have to 
cut the number of male partici-
pants." That is not true. Title IX 
was created to increase athletic op-
. portunity for women, not decrease 
opportunities for men. It is a fact 
that while Titie IX has been in 
existence that mtn 's opportunities 
have increased as well as women's. 
The NCAA, an institution of 
which Ithaca College is a member, 
states that, "The competitive ath_. 
le tics programs of member institu-
tions are designed to be a vital part 
of the educational system" in 1.3.1, 
its Basic Purpose. 
Even the United States Supreme 
Court has ruled that athletics are an 
... if these sports need to be cut back because of 
downsizing, then say that. Do not say that Title IX 
is playing a role in it. 
integral part of the educational 
process. 
So how can our institution now 
say they are here as an academic 
institution when in fact faculty and 
sports are being cut? These things 
are the integral parts of our educa-
tional here at Ithaca College. I, like 
the next person, will tell you how 
pretty our campus is, but if I had a 
choice between a campus with less 
flowers then teachers, I would take 
it. 
In closing, if these sports need to 
be cut back because of downsizing, 
then say that. Do not say that Title 
IX is playing a role in it. There are 
three reasons for this. One will leave 
the College vulnerable for a pos-
sible legal battle that we can not 
obviously afford. 
Secondly, Title IX has taken on 
enough problems of its own; we as 
an institution do not need to create 
more for it by making it a scape-
goat. 
Finally since President Whalen 
is the co-chair of the NCAA gen-
der equity committee, Ithaca Col-
lege needs to set better examples 
for compliance with Title IX than 
what we have done or not done in 
the past. 
Christopher Ross 
Sports Studies '96 
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"To what extent should the 
athletic department participate in 
downsizing?" 
Alicia Leet 
Marketing '96 
"With downsizing, it is 
inevitable that things will be 
cut. As long as the athletic 
department keeps 
communicationg fully their 
reasons for cutting, then that's 
the best they can do.• 
Dave Brown 
Exploratory '98 
"The athletic department 
should look past the 
downsizing and start up a roller 
hockey club." 
Guinn Friedman 
Exercise Science '98 
"They shouldn't make any cuts 
because athletics are a big part 
of the school. It seems like 
everyone is an athlete." 
Gillian Mcweeney 
French '96 
"Don't think they should cut, but 
if they have to, then concen-
trate on those sports that the 
school has the most success 
with. Put all the resources into 
those programs to better them 
in the future." 
Photos by Sharon Mayer 
President Whalen should make sacrifice 
Faculty members make plea for Whalen to lower his salary in order to preserve a few positions 
President Whalen, please exer-
cise moral leadership by announc-
ing that for the duration of the 
College's financial crisis, you will 
voluntarily take a cut in pay. 
You cannot reasonably expect 
faculty, staff and lower level ad-
ministrators to bear the burden of 
sacrifice during this difficult pe-
riod in Ithaca College's history 
unless you are willing to do so 
yourself. As president of this col-
lege, you must set the moral stan-
dard-painful though it may be for 
you to do this. 
This is the only way you can 
restore your credibility among fac-
ulty and staff. It is the only way you 
can insure that you will be remem-
bered for your accomplishments 
and many fine contributions to this 
institution when you finally decide 
to retire. The larger the voluntary 
pay cut you are willing to take, the 
greater your credibility will be as a 
COMMENTARY 
leader of this institution. 
Second, please announce at the 
next All-College faculty meeting 
that your administration is abso-
lutely committed to trying to save 
as many faculty jobs as possible for 
as long as possible. 
The faculty needs to be told that 
saving jobs is a priority with this 
administration and that, as presi-
dent, you will do everything in your 
power to think of creative, cost -
effective ways to help as many 
people as possible weather the 
College's financial storm. 
Several cost-effective steps to 
accomplish this goal have already 
been proposed by faculty members 
who are on SHARE. This faculty 
needs reassurance that you care 
about our fate as individuals and 
are prepared to bend over back-
wards to keep us at this institution if 
you can and for as long a~ you can. 
This kind of rea~surance has not 
been forthcoming. Your failure to 
provide it is directly responsible 
for much of the anger and discon-
tent that is currently brewing on 
this campus. 
Third, please tell the faculty that 
you plan to change your operating 
style next year by becoming more 
accessible to the faculty and more 
visible on campus. 
Start meeting with small group~ 
ofrandomly selected faculty mem-
bers or arrange meetings with indi-
vidual departments on regular ba-
sis over the course of the year in 
order to solicit faculty input about 
the future oflthaca C9llege. Get on 
the information superhighway. Sec 
up a direct computer !ine to your 
office, similar to SHARE, to en-
able the faculty to communicate 
directly with you when they have 
ideas about strategies that might 
\\·ork in particular ca~es to ~ave 
people's jobs or better "package" 
Ithaca College to new generations 
of students. Forthose faculty mem-
ben, who are easily intimidated or 
fearful of you, set up suggestion 
boxes in all of the deam.' office~ 
and, at faculty meetings, encour-
age people to use them. 
We need to be made to feel by 
you that our input and concerns 
count for something. As matters 
currently stand on this campus, very 
few people feel that way. It is up to 
you to change that. This is what 
leadership is all about, and this 
campus desperately needs good 
leadership right now. For the sake 
of the College, please provide us 
with that leadership, even though, 
in some cases, it may be personally 
and financially painful for you to 
do so. 
If you fail to act on these sugges-
tions, your credibility as president 
of thi~ college \\ 1 II continue to 
.,.. ither and will ultimately du: 
When you retire, in~tcad of be-
ing remembered for the good thing:-, 
you have don!.! for Ithaca Collegl.! 
you will be remembered for 
nothing.That would be an unneces-
~arily tragic end to a long and oth-
erwise distinguished career. 
Vicki Kraft, Politics 
Hugh Egan, English 
Claire Gleitman, English 
. Jonathan Gil Harris, English 
Druann Heckert, Sociology 
Kevin Murphy, English 
Rochelle Ruffer, Economics 
Thomas Shevory, Politics 
Lesile Stratyner, English 
Michael Stuprich, English 
Sherry Wetchler, Econmics 
Kraft authored this letter. Other 
faculty members subsequemly 
signed it. 
IO The Ithacan 
Balancing act 
A Holocaust revisionist group asked The Ithacan to print a 
controversial advertisement. The request - and the 
newspaper's response - raises a myriad of issues. 
April 27, 1995 
This troubling debate has no easy answers 
The staff at The Ithacan spends 
hours each week trying to deter-
mine what infonnation is most im-
portant to communicate to the Col-
lege commu-
nity. Unfortu-
nately, with 
limited time, 
space and re-
FROM 
THE 
EDITOR 
sources, everything cannot find its 
way into the newspaper, but the 
student editors and managers of the 
paper do their best to select the 
most worthy information. 
Last week, The Ithacan had to 
make a decision of a different kind. 
The information we evaluated tran-
scended the usual issues covered in 
our pages. We received an adver-
tisement from the Committee For 
Open Debate on the Holocaust 
(CODOH), a California-based or-
ganization that attempts to place 
advertisements in college papers 
all over the country on a regular 
basis. 
We recognize what this organi-
zation stands for and obviously do 
not.agree with their views. In sub-
mitting this advertisement, it tried 
to manipulate The Ithacan. In the 
We felt that some mem-
bers of this community 
would not rationally 
consider the larger 
issues of the right to 
express divergent view-
points and the 
newspapers role of 
providing access to 
differing views. 
end, this page demonstrates how 
the newspaper, as well as the rest of 
our community, was manipulated. 
While subjective decisions are 
made by the editors and managers 
of The Ithacan about what to print 
every week, we try to keep adver-
tising and editorial content sepa-
rate. 
With our decision not to publish 
this ad, we have now crossed that 
line. As editor in chief, I feel the 
need to summarize for the commu-
nity the staff discussion held on this 
issue. 
This was not a decision that I 
ever wanted to make. Regardless of 
the decision, the newspaper would 
not be left unscathed. No decision 
could have satisfied all parties in-
volved in the discussions. 
This particular advertisement 
never claimed the Holocaust did 
not occur. Instead, it questions the 
validity of exhibits in the United 
States Holocaust Memorial Mu-
seum, asking for proof that gas 
chambers were used in concentra-
tion camps. 
Immediately, many questions 
arose regarding the validity of the 
advertisement. Every staff mem-
ber ~ho read itexpresseddismay at 
its content. Most people's initial 
reaction was to throw the ad in 
the garbage and not even consider 
running it. An advertisement ques-
tioning the validity of the Holo-
caust seemed outlandish and in bad 
taste. 
Due to the ambiguity of the 
advertisement's content, nothing 
could be deemed factually 
innacurate. However, while not 
claiming the Holocaust never hap-
pened, the ad strongly insinuates 
this to be true. 
Moreover, CODOH requested 
JUDGE FOR YOURSELF 
Although The Ithacan chose not to run the advertisement, we have 
concerns about denying access to divergent viewpoints. The Ithacan 
has copies of the advertisement available in the office in Park Hall 
269, for those wishing to have one. 
that the advertisement be placed in 
today's paper. And while running 
this advertisement on any day would 
stir up anger and hate, printing it on 
Holocaust Remembrance Day 
would only heighten the pain many 
members of this community would 
feel. 
We also knew that upon reading 
an advertisement on our pages, 
·many people might associate its 
message with The lthacan's views. 
The newspaper's editors and man-
agers knew that by printing the ad-
vertisement we were potentially 
opening ourselves up to great pro-
test and backlash. Unfortunately, 
we felt that some members of this 
community would not rationally 
consider the larger issues of the 
right to express divergent view-
points and the newspaper's role of 
providing access to differing views. 
In an academic environment, we 
had hoped for more reasoned dis-
course; unfortunately, this did not 
seem possible. 
Should the editors of a newspa-
per be the ones determining whether 
an advertisement is suitable for the 
community? Or should the readers 
be able to read the ad and make this 
determination themselves? What 
type of precedent would we be set-
ting by denying paid advertising 
space to someone primarily because 
we disagree with their views? 
After rejecting the Holocaust 
advertisement, what ·might be the 
next ad that does not meet our stan-
dards?-
While we remain uncomfortable 
with this decision, we hope discus-
sion continues. Let us know what 
you think. 
Brian Kohn 
Editor in Chief 
First Amendment applies Professor protests 
Revisionist def ends right to run Holocaust advertisement Ad is an insult to Holocaust survivors 
All my life I have watched Jews 
lead the struggle to maintain a free 
press and intellectual freedom in 
America. In the 1960s, when I was 
a book dealer on Hollywood Bou-
levard In Los Angeles, I was ar-
rested, jailed, tried and convicted 
for selling a book then banned by 
the U.S. Government-Henry 
Miller's "Tropic of Cancer." Jews 
from every walk of life supported 
my stand against government cen-
sorship. 
A.L Wiren, then head of the Los 
Angeles chapter of the American 
Civil Liberties Union, offered his 
offices for my defe:nse at no cost. 
After my conviction, when the case 
went to appeal, Stanley Fleishman 
offered his services to me pro bono. 
Fleishman didn't take my case 
because he admired me person-
ally, or because he considered 
Henry Miller to be the greatest 
writer who ever Jived. He took it 
because he was committed heart 
and soul and mind to the ideals of 
intellectual freedom and the spirit 
of the First Amendment. Today, 
Miller's~ is shelved in every 
library of note in America. 
Shockingly, in the 1990s, some 
mainline Jewish organizations 
have reversed direction and com-
mitted themselves to undermining 
intellectual freedom with respect 
to a single historical controversy 
whether the Germans did or did 
not employ homicidal gassing 
chambers to kill millions of Euro-
pean Jews in a state sponsored 
program of genocide. In practice, 
what this often adds up to, particu-
larly on college campuses, is the 
perception of an organized Jewish 
onslaught against intellectual free-
dom. 
On every campus where Hillel 
and other Jewish organizations 
Critiquing a govern-
ment sponsored "Ho-
locaust" museum is 
not a thought of crime. 
And charging that it is 
ha.teful to doubt wha.t 
others sincerely be-
lieve is juvenile, par-
ticularly on a univer-
sity campus. Wha.t are 
the real motives of 
those who would try to 
convince us other-
wise? 
have a presence, they lead the at-
tack against free inquiry and open 
debate on the gas chamber contro-
versy. I am astounded that Jewish 
intellectuals and scholars stand idly 
by while the reputation of Jews as 
free thinkers is diminished and bur-
lesqued by a handful of mainline 
Jewish extremists and censors. 
Student journalists who are Jew-
ish are under special pressure from 
the Holocaust Lobby to betray, not 
only their ideals as journalists, but 
the long tradition ofintellectual lib-
erty for which Jews have worked 
throughout the Western world. 
Student editors who are not Jew-
ish, while they experience all the· 
above, must face the additional bur-
den of being slandered as 
"antisemitics" and "haters." I un-
derstand why many are unwilling 
or even afraid to shoulder the bur-
den that the ideal of a free press 
places on journalists with regard to 
the gas chamber controversy. Yet 
without a free press there arc no 
universities worthy of the name, no 
government that is not·tyrannical, 
and no society that is not a burden 
on the Jives of its citizens. 
The issue here is not ethnicity 
or religious identity. The issue is 
intellectual freedom. Weighing 
evidence is not a bate crime, no 
matter what Hillel or the AOL says 
about it. Critiquing a government 
sponsored "Holocaust" museum is 
not a thought of crime. And charg-
ing that it is hateful to doubt what 
others sincerely believe is juve-
nile, particularly on a university 
campus. What are the real motives 
of those who would try to con-
vince us otherwise? 
The university 'Yas created as a 
place to exchange thought freely. 
Students should not be required to 
ask permission from special Inter-
est groups, no matter what their 
ethnicity, to think for themselves. 
Even the "Holocaust."Whatever 
else the Holocaust was, it was a 
historical event. That event, as well 
as the controversy surrounding it, 
should be investigated using rou-
tine historical methods. 
Thirty odd years have passed 
since I was a bookseller on Holly-
wood Boulevard, but my convic-
tion about the importance of intel-
lectual freedom remains today 
what it was then. In the 1960s I 
went to court to uphold the right of 
students to read radical literary 
works. 
I am no less convinced today 
that students have the right to read 
every research paper that interests 
them, on any historical controversy 
whatever, including every single 
word ever written about the gas 
chamber controversy. Why should 
they not have that right? 
During Holocaust Remem-
brance Week, many of us say a 
special prayer for the relatives we 
have lost at Theresienstadt, 
Mauthausen, Auschwitz, Bergen-
Belsen and the other concentration 
camps that burst upon the world's 
consciousness when Allied troops 
stumbled on them fifty years ago. 
It seems incredible that the editors 
of The Ithacan would consider run-
ning a paid advertisement to sully 
that occasion by claiming that the 
Holocaust never happened. 
From a conversation with your 
managing editor, I am forced to 
conclude that he feels the First 
Amendment is obligating him to 
run that ad, since he cited the case 
of New York Times v. Sullivan. If 
that is so, then I believe he has 
misunderstood the ruling. 
The Supreme Court found that 
the newspaper could not be sued 
for libel against public figures 
unless it had printed falsehoods 
maliciously. 
Nothing the First Amendment 
says obligates you to purvey un-
truths in ads or, as a "cop-out" 
suggested by your editor, to offer 
the payment for this ad to the Ho-
locaust Museum. If they knew the 
source, I trust the museum staff 
would return your check. 
Perhaps you missed the chap-
ter in your constitutional law text 
that mentions that commercial 
speech has a lesser degree of pro-
tection than political speech. But 
the Cleveland Plain Dealer deci-
sion did away with "male" and 
"female" help wanted. And I see 
that you do not run cigarette ads, so 
you must understand that you have 
discretion to winnow out state-
Bradley Smltb ments that are harmful or false, 
ion. The Holocaust deniers, who 
pose as "historical revisionists," 
arc spending huge sums in the 
hope of attracting recruits to their 
neo-Nazi cause from the students 
that read college papers. I do not 
question their right to set up a 
soapbox and exercise their right 
of free speech, no matter how 
repugnant. But a paid ad is not the 
same thing. 
Apart from legalisms, the 
moral issue has to do with the slap 
in the face of the Jewish commu-
nity on campus. The deniers are 
saying we hoked up the filmed 
pictures of the gas chambers and 
crematoria. In my childhood 
growing up in Vienna, I learned 
from Nazi propaganda that I was 
supposedly part of a conspiracy 
spreading Bolshevism as well as 
controlling Wall Street. It seemed 
bizarre, since no one in my fam-
ily was either a Communist or a 
plutocrat. 
But those lies set in motion 
the death camps thattook the Jives 
of my grandparents, cousins, 
uncles and aunts. 
Now, by a new twist of anti-
Semitic paranoia, I find myself 
accused of spreading falsehoods 
about how all those dear people 
died. It would be reassuring to 
hear that you will not allow The 
Ithacan to be the vehicle of such 
a travesty. 
Harvey Fireside 
Professor ,Politics 
Editor's Note: 
The Ithacan had yet to m4fke a 
fmal decision concerning the ad-
vertisement at the time Fireside 
Director ot tbe Commlt:tee or . rathcrthanjustexpressionsofopin-
Open Debate on the Holocaust '-----------------------' 
wrote this letter 
And Still I Rise 
You may write me down in history 
With your bitrer, twisted lies, 
You may trod me in the uery din 
But still, like dust. I'll rise. 
Does my sossiness upset you? 
Why are you beset with gloom 
·cause 1 walk like rue got oil wells 
Pumping ,n my huing room. 
Jusr like moons and like suns. 
With the cenainry of tides. 
Just hke hopes springing high, 
Still l1l rise. 
Did you want 10 see me broken? 
Bowed head and lowered eyes? 
Shoulders falling down like teardrops, 
Weakened by my sou/Jul cries. 
Does my haughtiness offend you? 
Don't you take it awful hard 
'Cause l laugh like I've got gold mines 
Diggin' in my own bock yard. 
'rbu may shoot me w1t11 your word. 
You may cur me w11h your Pyes. 
You may kill me w11h your twrefulness 
Bur still. like air, I'll nse. 
Does my sexiness upset you? 
Does II come as a surprise 
That I dance hke rue got dwrnon< ts 
Ar rhe meering of my rhighs? 
our of the huts of history's slwm<' 
I rise 
Up from a past rhat:S ronrecJ m pwn 
I rise 
I'm a black ocean. leapmg and u.J1r1e 
Welling and swelling I tx·ur ,n the t1dP 
Leaving be.hind nigh rs of terror and f cur 
I rise 
tnro a daybreak that's wondrously cleur 
I rise 
Bringing the gifts that my ancestors gauP. 
I am the dream and the hope of the 
slaue. 
I rise 
I rise 
1 rise. 
Thursday, April 27, 1995 
8:00pm, in the Emerson Suites 
$5.00 per Ithaca Colle_g_e I.D. 
·IMay 1st 
@8pm 
in the 
Coffeehouse/Pub 
Free Admlss.lonll 
Student Ai:tivities Hoard 
presents ... 
This weekend! 
Friday & Saturday 7:00, 9:30 & Midnight 
Sunday at 8:00 & 11 :00. 
All Shows in Textor 102 Admission: $3.00 
ACCENT 
ON ... 
Sean Delehanty 
Politics '95 
• Born: 1211n2 
• Accomplishment you are 
most proud of: Working on 
the Whitewater investigation 
for Senator Alfonse D'Amato 
• What would you be doing 
If you weren't a student at 
IC: Be a jury member on 0.J. 
Simpson trial 
• Secret vice: Swedish fish 
• What I'd like to get around 
to doing: Offer an invitation to 
David Lettennan to be our 
graduation speaker 
• Things you can do 
without: Democrats, Liberals, 
Greenpeace, vegetarians and 
any individual that bums the 
American flag 
• Person you'd moat Ilka to 
have dinner with: Newt 
Gingrich 
• Who would play you In a 
movie: Eddie Vedder (with a 
brush cut) 
• What TV show you 
wouldn't miss: Rush 
Limbaugh 
•·Three things that can 
always be found In your 
refrigerator: Coca Cola, meat 
balls and trench fries 
• Ithaca's beat kept secret: 
The plan to demolish the 
Commons to develop a 
Walmart 
• Your biggest pet peeve 
about Ithaca: Bob Atwell 
• People may be surprised 
to know that I: am a candi-
date for the US presidency in 
2020 
WHAT'S 
HAPPENING 
MUSIC 
• Ansley Court with Girlpope 
The Nines 
Saturday, April 29 
10p.m. 
• Johnny Vegas with 
The Good 
The Haunt 
Friday, April 28 
$5 
THEATRE 
• Auditions for Cornell 
Savoyards 
Community School of Music 
and Art 
Saturday, April 29 
11 a.m. 
• Invitation to the Dance 
Hoerner Theatre 
April 25-29 
8p.m. 
• Gertrude Stein, Gertrude 
Stein, Gertrude Stein 
The Kitchen Theatre 
Thursday, April 27 
8p.m. 
LECTURES 
• ·education Patterns of Italian 
Americans: a Demographic 
Profile" 
Vincenzo Milione 
Friends Hall 104 
Monday, May 1 
7p.m. 
Complied by 
JeutcaD.Wlng 
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The Ithacan/Jen Renaud 
The Clothesline Project appeared In the North Foyer on Tuesday, April 25, to promote awareness 
of battered women. The project displayed clothes made by those who had been abused. 
a 
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• The annual Little 
Sibs weekend 
returns to campus ,es 
By Lauren Bishop 
Ithacan Staff 
__ .,.... cia Howard '97 and her 
13-year-old brother Seth are 
looking in the dumpster out 
side of Hood Hall. 
They quickly find what they're 
searching for and pull it out. 
It's a pizza box, slightly squashed 
and containing a few pizza crusts 
left over from the night before. 
The couple in the car parked 
next to Hood look aghast as Tricia 
and Seth retrieve the box, appar-
ently unaware that the two are par-
ticipating in a scavenger hunt for 
Little Sibs weekend. 
"We gotta hurry up," Seth said 
to his sister. ''The first one back gets 
extra points!" 
The scavenger hunt was just one 
of several events Seth and Tricia 
"My dad says I better not like Ithaca. [He says] 
it's too expensive." 
-Seth Howard, sophomore Tricia Howard's little brother 
. took part in for the second annual 
Little Sibs weekend, which was 
sponsored by the Student Alumni 
Association (SAA). But Seth said 
the scavenger hunt was his favorite 
event. 
It started at 2 p.m. Saturday in 
the College's Coffeehouse, where 
eight of the 19 Ithaca College stu-
dents and their brothers or sisters 
who participated in the weekend's 
activities congregated. Amy Coach 
'97, co-chairperse,n of the SAA, 
handed everyone a list of things to 
find. 
Seth wasted no time in obtaining 
a plastic knife from the snack bar, 
one of the items on· the list, while 
Tricia explained that she and her 
brother couldn't participate in Little 
Sibs weekend last year because both 
were busy. Both agreed that they 
thought it would be a lot of fun to do 
this year. 
But Seth's reasons for attending 
Little Sibs weekend did not include 
his search for a college. 
"My dad says I better not like 
Ithaca," he said. "[He says] it's too 
expensive." 
Seth was all forLittleSibs week-
end, however. 
"I wanted to do it," Seth said. "I 
think I dragged her into it." 
Tricia knew exactly where to 
See SIBLINGS, next page 
Not your 
'usual' 
professor 
pastime 
By James Sigman 
Ithacan Staff 
Music-lovers wandering into 
Oliver's on Saturday night may find 
the band, Usual Suspects, slightly 
unusual. 
Usual Suspects boasts two Ithaca 
College faculty as band members. 
Associate Professor of olitics Tom 
Shevory and corporate communi-
cations Assistant Professor Gordon 
Rowland comprise half of the band, 
while Carol Buckley and Chris Bell. 
who work at Cornell University, 
make up the other half. 
Shevory admitted the band is a 
way to get away from the everyday 
pressures of Ithaca College. 
"It's a nice diversion from down-
sizing and everything else," Shevory 
said. 
According to Rowland, Usual 
Suspects began after a band Shevory 
was in broke up. Shevory asked 
him to jam with him and the rest 
became Usual Suspects' history. 
Actually, Usual Suspects previ-
ously played under the name ''The 
Upstate Dogs" before their present 
incarnation. 
According to Rowland, the name 
of the band was lifted from the end 
of "Casablanca," particularly the 
phrase "round up the usual sus-
pects." Rowland noted the playful-
ness of the band's name. 
"[The name] implies the typical 
criminal types," Rowland said. "It's 
also ironic because none of us re-
ally look like the criminal type." 
The band specializes in playing 
acoustic music, but not just your 
average folk music fare. 
"We play rock songs, but they 
aren't necessarily acoustic rock 
songs," Shevory said. "We take rock 
songs and make them into acoustic 
rock songs." 
They play almost any type of 
music, including Cajun and blues, 
Rowland added. 
Rowland also noted original 
compositions will comprise about 
half of the songs they play on Satur-
day. 
Shevory admitted a reluctance 
to publicize the band's upcoming 
shows in class. 
"I never tell them. I wouldn't 
See BAND, next page 
College remembers Holocaust 
By Jayson-Debora 
Hinderliter 
Assistant Accent Editor 
In hopes of increasing aware-
ness of the Holocaust, Hillel spon-
sored a week of events in 
rememberance of the Holocaust. 
The week leads up to today, 
which is International Holocaust 
Memorial Day. 
"l'vealwaysthough.\thatastime 
goes on, there is more need for 
education [about the Holocaust]," 
said Michael Faber, Jewish chap-
lain. "As younger and younger 
people come through, they are more 
"I've always thought that as time goes on, there is 
more need for education [ about the Holocaust]. As 
younger and younger people come through, 
they are more and more removed from the Holo-
caust so there is more of a need for education. " 
-Michael Faber, Jewish chaplain 
and more removed from the Holo-
caust so there is more of a need for 
education." 
Fostering an understanding of 
diversity was one of Hillel's main 
goals for the week, Faber said. "Di-
versity is a big. college buzz word 
right now, but if we are to under-
stand diversity, we must understand 
its opposite," Faber explained. ''The 
Holocaust and slavery are supreme 
examples, because if we understand 
the muderous societies, the societ-
ies which kill and oppress, then we 
can understand the quest to create a 
diverse society," Faber continued. 
During the week, Hillel hopes to 
teach people of all faiths. "We hope 
to help people become aware of 
what the Holocaust was so that 
[people] never forget. And so it 
never happens again. We want to 
teach people," said Rebekah 
Shapiro '98, Hillel's interfaith coun-
cil represcntitive. 
The incorporation of non-Jew-
ish members of the College com-
munity played an important role in 
Hillel's plannirtg process. At the 
free speech rock from 11-5 p.m. 
today, names of some of those 
killed in the Holocaust will be read. 
SN HOLOCAUST, nut page 
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Continued from previous page 
drag Seth to find out the number of 
seats in Textor I 02, another item on 
the list. She works at the Office of 
Conference and Event Services, and 
that's where they went to find the 
information. 
"I want to know how many 
people [actually] go count the seats," 
Seth said, laughing. 
Next, Tricia and Seth headed for 
BAND 
Continued from previous page 
want to put them under any pres-
sure to go," Shevory said. "But 
they would certainly be welcome if 
they wanted to show up." 
Shevory was not worried about 
competing with a concert performed 
by the group Live, which occurs the 
same night at Cornell. He admitted 
that the band's followers are pretty 
much set at this point. 
"Most of the people that show 
HOLOCAUST 
Continued from previous page 
The presidents of Bigala (Bi-
sexuals, gays, lesbian and allies), 
the African Latino society and the 
Asian society received invitations 
to read names, Shapiro said. "We 
want people to realize that the Ho-
locaust affects many people out-
side the Jewish community. All op-
pression is linked," she said. 
Many people will participate in 
the name reading,. including sev-
eral IUlaca College vice presidents, 
Faber said. "We encourage anyone 
to participate. Everyone is wel-
come," he said. 
The name reading also brings a 
new understanding of the Holo-
caust, ~hapiro said. 
"Everyone has seen the the mov-
the library to get a reserve reading 
slip. Tricia grabbed one while Seth 
unhesitatingly asked the librarian 
and then the reference librarian the 
names of two famous alumni. 
Tricia joked as the two left the 
library. "The whole library staff is 
going to laugh at me the next time I 
walk in there," she said. 
The siblings made it back by 
about 2:35 p.m., and Seth had high 
PROFESSORS 
PLAY 
WHO: Usual Suspects 
WHERE: Oliver's in 
Collegetown 
WHEN: Saturday, April 30, 
9:30p.m. 
There is no cover charge. 
up at our gigs are friends," Shevory 
said. "I guess I don't expect a big 
hopes of winning. 
"Yes! We won again!" he said 
excitedly, referring to another event 
the two had won the night before. 
"Would you sit down!" Tricia 
said. 'They could be all wrong!" 
But, as it turned out, Tricia and 
Seth got second place, Ithaca Col-
lege t-shirts. 
"I told you to run, Trish," Seth 
said. 
Cornell crowd to come." 
Rowland also noted that there is 
no need to worry about Usual Sus-
pects abandoning their jobs and hit-
ting the road full time soon. 
"We have no ambition at all," 
Rowland said. "We feel wedo pretty 
good for what we do." 
Usual Suspects are scheduled 
to perform Saturday night at 9:30 at 
Oliver's in Collegetown. There is 
no cover charge. 
EVENTS STILL TO COME 
Today, 11 ~.m. - 5 p.m. Reading of names: a memorial to 
Free Speech Rock those who died in the Holocaust 
Tonight, 8 p.m. Viewing of Schindler's List: 
Textor 101 free and open to the public 
ies with scenes of hundreds of bod-
ies being bulldozed away, but read-
ing the names at the free speech 
rock makes those bodies human," 
Shapiro said. 
Making people aware that holo-
causts exist today is another goal, 
both Faber and Shapiro said. "Over 
the weekend, 5,000 Rwandans were 
murdered, and a few days ago a 
building was blown up in Okla-
homa. It is easy to destroy and very 
difficult to build a civilized soci-
ety," Faber said. "Keeping the 
memory of the Holocaust alive is 
keeping the memory of the evils 
that human beings perpetrate against 
each other. We then create a tool to 
build a society where everyone is 
equal." 
Sloughing on the job 
Poll indicates graduates abuse sick days at work 
By College Press Service 
NEW YORK-As if Genera-
tion Xdoesn' t get enough bad press 
as it is, now comes word that twenty-
something employees take more 
bogus days off work. 
A Gallup poll of67 l adults indi-
cates that nearly 25 percent of em-
p!~yees between the ages of 18-29 
abuse their sick days. 
Thestudy,commissionedby Ac-
countants on Call, an accounting 
placement firm in New Jersey, 
found that Gen Xers fake illness 
twice as many times as employees 
between 30 and 49 years old, and 
four times as much as workers 50 
and older. 
Gallup officials point out that 
the results may not be dramatic as 
they seem, since workers grow more 
loyal and responsible toward their 
companies as they grow older. 
Still, the numbers aren't going 
to stop some from shaking their 
heads and saying, "Kids today ... " 
Twenty-five percent of workers 
between the ages of 18 and 29 said 
they put on their best sore-throat 
voice and call in sick two times a 
year. 
SPICE IT UP 
Only 14 percent of the 30- to 39-
year-old workers admit doing the 
same, as did 13 percent of those 40 
to 49 years old. 
Proving integrity advances with 
age, only 6 percent of employees 
50 and older admitto coming down 
with the "blue flu." 
The study also found that em-
ployees closer to the coasts took 
more days off work. 
Employees in Maine, Aorida, 
Texas and California took nearly 
twice as many personal days as 
their flatland counterparts in the 
Midwest. 
Let The Ithacan '' Accent" your 
weekend plans every Thursday with its 
"What's Happening" 
column. 
If you have any ideas for the 
"Accent" section, contact 
Accent Editor Jessica Wing at 
274-3207. 
-The ITHACAN 
The Newspaper For The ldroca Colk1e Community 
269 Park Hal a Telephone 274-3207 a Fax 274-1565 
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All You Can Eat 
TOP SIRLOIN STEAK 
with 
Real Mashed Potatoes 
Monday-Thursday 4-9pm 
Friday-Saturday until I Opm 
for only 
Come To Andy's 
and try our 
Sirloin Special 
Call for 
Information: 
( 607) 277-0007 
$10.95 
Open 7 days • All Credit Cards accepted 
425 Third St., Rt 13 
GREAT LITTLE PRINTERS 
(Great Little Prices) 
Hewlett Packard Deskjet 540 $289 
Hewlett Packard Deskjet 320 $ 359 
w/ sheet feeder 
Epson LQ 570 Plus 24 pin $259 
Okidata OL 400e LED $ 419 
Okidata OL 41 0e LED $ 569 
Epson Stylus Color Inkjet $529 
SPECIAL. BUY! 
Microsoft Office 
Academic Version 
only$ 139 
371 Elmira Road 277-4888 
~~~~~~•~~~~~~ 
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Singing through the final exam 
Music students complete a 
class with a performance 
featuring f amotts operas 
By Winifred Storms 
Ithacan Staff 
Who would ever think of going 
to their final exam in a blue and 
gold toga withplastic leaves in their 
hair with a harp instead of books in 
hand? 
That·~ exactly what music ma-
jor Jayne Flores '96 did in order to 
pa~s her Opera Workshop final. 
She was one of the 16 student~· 
who performed on Tuesday , April 
25, in the Ford Hall Auditorium to 
ful ti II a class requirement. The night 
was filled with acts from different 
'· operas ranging in topic, style and 
time period, from "Lakme" and 
"Orpheo e Euridice" to "Carmen" 
and "The Magic Flute." 
The opera workshop lasts one 
semester and concludes with aone-
act performance. On the first day of 
class, each potential student must 
audition and compete for openings 
in the class, which is in demand by 
music students, said Beverly P;i.tton, 
musical director and conductor of 
the Ithaca College Opera Work-
shop. 
For the few students who are 
selected, a scene from an opera is 
"[This opportunity J has 
given me practical 
experience for what I 
want to do for the rest 
of my life." 
-Eapen Leubner '96 
chosen from their first audition to 
display their unique styles and 
ranges of voice. 
Patton added the workshop of-
fers an opportunity to learn about 
th'! history and diversity of the op-
era and the theater. 
She said she also believes the 
costumes added a sense of authen-
ticity for the final operatic perfor-
mance. She said her goal for the 
course is to see "the beauty of the 
voice combined with the beauty of 
acting." 
"I consider myself very lucky," 
said Eapen Leubner '96, one of the 
participants who performed as 
Tamino in "The Magic Flute" and 
El Remendado in a scene from the 
opera "Carmen." 
He and his 15 classmates were 
exposed to different aspects of per-
fonnance through the help of stage 
The Ithacan/Ryan Beiler. 
Opera Workshop students take their flnal exam by singing In a class performance. Sixteen students 
performed In the final show, which took place on Tuesday, April 25. 
director Earl Mccarroll. Each stu-
dent not only had to prepare a piece 
of music, but learn how to sing 
while lying down, depending on 
the actions demanded by the scene. 
Some also learned how to sit and 
walk naturally without tripping 
while wearing a heavily draped 
velvet dress, actions traditional tech-
nical training overlooks, Patton 
added. 
Lisa Altenberg '95, a past stu-
dent of Pat.ton's, said the class 
benefitted her by training her in the 
foundations of movement on stage. 
It also aided her in perfonning the 
act of singing and exposed her to a 
wide range of operas. After the per-
formance, Leubner, smiling from 
ear to ear, said the experience was 
exhilarating. 
And although he wishes he could 
do it all over again, he was flooded 
with an incredible sense of relief. 
"[This opportunity] has given me 
practical experience forwhatl want 
to do for the rest of my life," he said. 
It's One Of The Most Useful Credit Cards On The 
Planet. Unless You've Stolen It. Your MasterCard® is stolen. You panic, get 
angry, panic some more. Then you call and cancel it. Now the thief is in possession 
about seven cents worth of stolen plastic. (Maybe he can use it as a coaster when he 
•c,,r,un '"ndll1iJnJ apply 
01995 1 ~,JJfr,C•rJ :,11ctnJ/1.,11JI 1P1 .. ,,,,1•rJ/1·J 
entertains at the hideout.) So relax. You only have to pay for stuff you bought, 
and you can get a new card the next day~ It'll be, accepted at millions of places, 
must se_lLwallets. MasterCard. It's more than a c_redit card. It's smart money.™ -
PLEASE REcYCLE 
THIS ITHflCflN 
:; 
April 27, 1995 
Photo courtesy of Cynthia Folkers 
Gretchen Weaaela and Ricky Cortez dance together in "Flve'II get your jive." The 
choreographic offering la part of "Invitation to the Dance," a full length dance 
concert, which concludes the 1994-1995 Ithaca College Theater season. "Invitation 
to the Dance" runs through Saturday evening. The curtain rises at 8 p.m. All 
performances are on the Hoerner stage In DIiiingham Center. 
Your 
Future 
Could 
Hold 
A 
Room. 
Change 
W aitlists For Garden Apts .. Terrace Suites, 
Emerson Hall, Singles, Doubles and Triples Are 
Now Available In The Office Of Residential Life! 
• Applications available at The Office of Residential Life - East Tower Wednellla1, April 
26, 1995 al 8:30 a.-. lllroaila Molllla1, Ma1 1, 1995 al 5:00 p.-. 
• Applications received will be prioritized~ lottery number. _Appli~~":5 received 
after May I, 1995 - 5:00 p.m. will be C011S1dered late, and will be pnonb:zed 
on a first come first served basis at the end of the waitlist. 
• Students may complete applicatioos individullly, or in groups. 
• A valid I.D. mUSl be presented when turning in an application. 
• Waltllsu will N "'°"'"" orer a. ,,,._, o• • 1pau tJNilable basil. 
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Coming together 
through dance 
By Jayson-Debora Hinderliter 
Assistant Accent Editor 
Students across campus are invited to a 
dance. 
Or at least to the 1995 dance concert 
"Invitation to the Dance." 
The performance, which runs from April 
25-29, incorporates students from many 
majors in its production. 
"We have a lot of dance minor participa-
tion, but at least half of the participants are 
from other disciplines," said Mary Corsaro, 
one of three theater arts faculty members 
who choreographed the concert. 
Eugenia Wacker-Hoeflin and Jean 
McGregor, who also choreographed pieces 
for the dance concert, agreed with Corsaro' s 
assessment.Worki,ng with people from many 
different majors makes the experience more 
interesting and more special, the three cho-
reographers said. 
Corsaro, McGregor and Wacker-Hoeflin 
all choreographed separate pieces for the 
concert. Ballet, modem and a 1940s period 
piece will all be presented. By using several 
different genres, more students can be in-
cluded, Carsaro explained. 
Having three choregraphers also added to 
the production's appeal, Corsaro said. Each 
choreographer added their own strengths, 
she said. 
"We tend to think of our variety as one of 
our strengths," Corsaro said. 
"The various pieces demand different 
technical abilities," McGregor said. "For 
example, the pointe piece requires a back-
ground in pointe, whereas another piece de-
mands a different background. A range of 
abilities are represented." 
McGregor, who choreographed "Kinetic 
· The performance makes it very 
clear that in life we all have 
different talents, but we all 
contribute what talents we 
have. And our dancers have all 
contributed to make [Invitation 
to the Dance J special. " 
-Eugenia Wacker-Hoeflin 
Visons" and "Real Standard Time Ticks 
On ... ," both modem pieces, also made an 
effort to choreograph her works to include 
students from varying dance backgrounds. 
"I wanted [the piece] opened up to people 
who aren't dancers, but are training to be 
dancers. Not every student is lucky enough to 
have studied dance as a child," she said. 
Having students with different training back-
grounds makes the performance more inter-
esting, she said. 
In addition to offering opportunities to the 
dancers, the choreographers also hope to 
offer an opportunity to the College commu-
nity. "The concert is a unique opportunity to 
present dance as an art form," McGregor 
said. 
An evening of dance is also a chance for 
viewers to make their own interpretations of 
the dance pieces. "People can come and see 
and draw their own conclusions," Wacker-
Hoeflin said. 
All three choreographers agree the evening 
offers something for everyone. 
''The performance makes it very clear that 
in life we all have different talents, but we all 
contribute what talents we have," Wacker-
Hoeflin said. "And our dancers have all con-
tributed to make [Invitation to the Dance] 
special." 
Education Patterns of 
Italian-A01ericans 
A Demographic Prorde 
Presentation by Dr~ Vincenzo Milione 
Assistant Director of Research in Education at the 
Italian-American Institute 
Monday, May 1, 1995 
Friends 210 - Ithaca College 
7:00PM 
For more information about CIAO or 
this event, please call 275-5564 
"The Best Thai Food 
In New York State" 
including 
New York City ... 
- Cda®ys For 
Counnels 
Begin your dinner at Thal Cuisine with Mtt-Crob, a crispy fried 
rice vermicelli i;ometlmell considered Thailand's national dish. 
Tom-Kha-Cai l:i a i;oup with coconut milk, straw mu11hmoms, 
galanga, coriander, lemon gra55 and lime juice. Our house 
!-nlad is !-erv<'CI with n pl'nnul dre:islng. There Is a wide 
i;elecllon of entr6es Including Pad Thai, a famous noodle 
dish from Thnilnnd, chkken in red curry called Cac11g·Cai, 
and Pananx-Coong, jumbo shrimp simmered in panang 
sauce with pineapple, sweet basil and chili peppers. Exotic 
food~ lhnt arc delicious. Aulhenllcally prepared at Thal 
Cuisine. Make your reservations, today. 
273-2031 Still Accepting Reseivatlons for Commencement Week 
LUNCH • DINNER • BRUNOi 
Plus 
Vegetarian Menu 
Lunch 11 :Jo.2, Dinner s.9:30, Fri & S.it 'Iii 10 
Sun Brunch 11 :30-2, Closed Mondays 
501 S. Meadow St. (Rt. 13) llhaca 
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92 WICB'S TOP TEN . 
1. "Universal Heart-bear - Juliana Hatfield 
2. "Good" -- Better Than Ezra 
3. "California" -- Wax 
4. "Connection" -- Elastica 
5. "Little Things" -- Bush 
6. "I See" -- Letters To Cleo 
7. "Plowed" -- Sponge 
8. "Sick of Myself" -- Matthew Sweet 
9. "Box Full of Letters" -- Wilco 
1 o. "River of Deceir -- Mad Season 
WICB's Top Ten is based upon weekly air play at WICB. 
SOUND BYTES 
Cold Water Flat 
"Cold Water Flat" 
Rating: 8 
. • Cold Water Flat is the first release on 
MCA's new Fort Apache label. The 11-
song album is filled with melodic songs 
that harmonize a brushed pop sound. 
"Magnetic North Pore· and "Vi~ Road" 
illustrate the harder side of Cold Water 
Flat, while "All I Had" and "Hold My 
Head" are two of the acoustic creations. 
Singer/guitarist Paul Janovltz, whose 
brother is In Buffalo Tom, leads this trio 
that sounds similar to Buffalo Tom but 
has a harder edge. The songs are not 
happy and many of them deal with 
Janovitz' problems with drugs and 
relationships. Local recognition in 
Boston laded them the opening spot on 
tour with Belly, and they will hit the road 
with Juliana Hatfield in May. The new 
record label is a production 
coilabeoration between the famous Fort 
Apache studio in Cambridge, 
Massachussetts and MCA. 
Wax 
"13 Unlucky Numbers" 
Rating:_ 7 
• Wax is simply destined for success. The 
video for -California" Is plastered all over 
. MTV and "Who is Next" appears In a Nike 
commercial featuring Andre Agassl and 
Pete Sampras. And when the boys are not 
plastered in the mainstream media, Wax is 
singing goofy songs about stop signs and 
moving to the west coast. The pop-punk 
combination which has been ultra-success-
ful the past two years, lends oneself to 
easily accept this band, even though the 
music and ideas are not that original. But 
be cautious: The first half of the album 
rocks much harder than the second half 
and the M13 Unlucky Numbers• album title 
is deceiving. The last three tracks have no 
music and are a combined 20 seconds. 
Worse off, the entire album is only 23 
minutes, so be weary of high compact disc 
prices. Grab this album and get the remote 
because it is going to be over before you 
can say M13 Unlucky Numbers." 
April 27, 1995 
A different funk 
Muffs ~pring pop-punk melody and _message 
By Jon Landman 
Ithacan Staff 
If Courtney Love were to form a punk 
band with the members of Green Day, the 
result would be The Muffs. The Los Ange-
les-based threesome'snewrelease, "Blonder 
and Blonder," is a combination of female 
rage and catchy pop-punk songs. 
Singer and guitarist Kim Shattuck wrote 
the 14 songs on the album about everyday 
living conditions while among fellow Los 
Angeles rockers. TheMuffsconcoctasound 
that is really not all that new, and the con-
struction of the songs on this album are 
simple. But they are carefuUy layered with 
recurrent guitar chords and catchy vocals. 
By no means are The Muffs as heavy as 
L 7 or Babes in Toy land, but they should also 
not be placed in the same category as Liz 
Phair or Belly. 
The band formed in 1991, and The Muffs 
were signed to Warner Brothers Records and 
released their first album in 1993. Since that 
time, the sound of the band has not really 
changed, but the lineup has. Original mem-
ber Melanie Vammen is no longer in the 
band, but Shattuck and bassist Ronnie Barnett 
are joined by new drummer Roy McDonald. 
Many people may have never previously 
heard of The Muffs, but they have some 
commonalities with a band that has rede-
fined punk rock this past year. "Blonder and 
Blonder" was co-produced by Rob Cavallo, 
who also co-produced Green Day's album 
"Dookie." Green Day members had been 
fans of the Muffs when their first album was 
released and borrowed Cavallo from that 
venture, according to the record label, which 
hosts both bands. 
Shattuck should not be categorized as a 
feminist spokesmodel, but album cuts in-
clude songs about the mistreatment of women 
MUSIC REVIEW 
TheMuffs-
"Blonder and 
Blonder" - 7 
Kim Shattuck, Guitars, Vocals 
Ronnie Bamett, Bass 
Roy McDonald, Drums 
Produced by Rob Cavella and 
The Muffs 
1995 Reprise Records 
and Shattuck's personal problems. On the 
first single, "Sad. Tomorrow," she sings "I 
don't know why you're so glad and my 
head's filled with sorrow, so maybe ifl fade 
away there will be no sad tomorrow." 
And even though she tells stories of de-
feat, the anthem of the _album "Agony" belts 
out aggression that even Ms. Love-Cobain 
may not have inside of her. 
But at the same time, The Muffs do know 
how to just sit back and create catchy pop 
tunes. "Won 'tComeOutto Play" and "Funny 
Face" pop with perfection and Shattuck's wit 
is displayed on the heavier tracks "Laying on 
a Bed of Roses" and "Oh Nina." · 
The blazing punky guitars ·on "Red Eyed 
Troll" along with lyrics that ~petitively 
scream, "I don't.need your attitude," make it 
easy to sing along with the album after only 
one listening. Other addictions include "On 
and On" and '-'End It All." 
If you're a fan of Hole or Green Day, this 
album is a gift from heaven. The 14-song 
adventure is sure to make quite a buzz in the 
coming months. The Muffs may be an angst-
driven bunch from Los Angeles, but it looks 
bright that there will be no more "Sad Tomor-
rows." 
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MOVIE LISTINGS 
April 28-May 4 
'Sleeping' beauty 
CINEMAPOLIS 
2n-s11s 
Perfect casting sweetens new romantic confection 
Priest - Daily at 7:30, 9:45 
The Secret of Roan lnlah - Daily at 
7:15, 9:35 
FALL CREEK 
272-1256 
Don Juan Demarco- Daily at 7:15, 9:35 
Muriel's Wedding- Daily at 7:15, 9:35 
Jefferson In Paris - Daily at 7:00, 9:40 
IPAC/STATE 273-2781 
Before Sunrise - Fri. at 5:00, 9:30, 
Sat., Sun. at 3:00, 7:30 
The Pebble and the Penguin - Fri. at 
5:30, Sat., Sun. at 3:00 
The Cure - Sat., Sun. at 5:00, 7:00, 
9:00 
The Shawshank Redemption - Sat., 
Sun. at 5:00 
HOYT'S 257-2700 
While You Were Sleeping 
Top Dog 
Circle of Friends 
Village of the Damned 
Kiss of Death 
Rob Roy 
Bad Boys 
SAB FILMS 27 4-1386 
Legends of the Fall - Fri. and Sat. at 
7:00, 9:30 and midnight; Sun. at 8:00, 
11:00 
By Garrick Dion 
Ithacan Staff 
A romantic comedy has to sell audiences 
on one thing only in order to work - the fact 
that the two actors playing lovers are capable 
of appearing to actually fall in love. This is 
known as "chemistry." 
''While You Were Sleeping" is a highly 
improbable, entirely fantastical modem fairy 
tale which depends entirely on the notion of 
chemistry between its leads, even more so 
than most, considering that one of the poten-
tial suitors spends much of the film in a coma. 
Without this film's absolutely perfect casting 
of the three leads, it might hardly be worth a 
look. 
The odd love triangle here features "girl of 
today" Sandra Bullock as Lucy, who pines 
away for true love in a New York metro 
system token booth. Each day, handsome 
yuppiePeter(PeterGallagher) passes by with-
out giving her a second glance. 
Then, Peter is pushed onto the tracks by 
some muggers and Lucy dashes to his rescue, 
just before a train mows him over. 
To add extra sweetness to this scenario, 
this all happens to occur on Christmas Day. 
So, when Peter is rushed to the hospital in a 
coma, Lucy follows and is mistaken by the 
busy hospital staff and Peter's large, loony, 
warm-hearted family, as Peter's fiancee. 
While she longs for Peterto come out of the 
coma, she is taken in over the holidays by his 
family and she meets Peter's brother Jack, 
played with usual smarmy aplomb by 
filmdom's second banana Bill Pullman. The 
two, strangely enough, fall in love. However, 
all is not so simple, for Peter, the man of 
Lucy's daydreams, wakes up and more com-
plications than can be imagined ensue. 
This is one of the sweetest romantic com-
edies to come down the Hollywood assembly 
line in years. While "Pretty Woman" had its 
'95-'96 
Hall Council Elections 
are 
Monday, May 1st 
in your hall! 
See your R.D. 
or calt the RHA office at 274-1170 
for more information 
Times and locations will be posted in each hall 
Vote for your representatives 
for next year! 
Be a part of it! 
MOVIE REVIEW 
While You Were Sleeping 9 
Directed by John Turtletaub 
Starring Sandra Bullock, Bill 
Pullman, Peter Gallagher 
1111.-. ......... ,,...u11110at) 
moments, it all seemed quite a fabricated 
fantasy of two people brought together by 
constant plot twists. 
Here, the actors are allowed to just roll 
with the material and show a level of honesty 
and genuine interest in each other that comes 
across as wholly natural. Instead of relying 
on interventions and forced connections be-
tween the characters, Lucy and Jack are 
allowed to have something of a real relation-
ship. 
Bullock fails here only in having us be-
lieve she is unable to get a date in all of New 
York (at one point Lucy tells Jack she's 
unphotogenic). She brings a level of earnest 
charm, ofnatural beauty, of smiling determi-
nation to the role that lends her character a 
stake in the real world the film's fairy-tale 
entrappings belie her. 
Pullman is his usual self, and it's good to 
see him finally playing an honest-to-good-
ness nice guy, the character he was born to 
play. One can only hope he achieves the top 
billing he deserves in films to come. 
And Gallagher has the monumentally 
impossible role of playing dead for an hour 
and a half. But once he wakes up, his goofy 
stupor is one of the film's pure delights. 
"While You Were Sleeping" has been 
made with romantics in mind, and as an 
example of the genre, it is a top-flight show 
all the way. But even better, it shows how 
love and life in small moments proves better 
than the cataclysmic sex affairs of many a 
film romance. 
PRIEST 
Ratlng:8 
• A fascinating and powerful character 
study of a young man of the cloth 
battling with his homosexuality in the 
light of both his faith in his profession 
and the small town who would crucify 
him for it. Unfortunately, too many 
melodramatic subplots tend to drag 
the film into unneccessary sidetracks. 
Nevertheless, a haunting and affecting 
piece that, unlike recent Hollywood 
efforts, isn't afraid to actually portray 
homosexuality as such on the screen. 
LEGENDS OF THE FALL 
Rating: 7 
• Brad Pitt stars in this entertaining 
melodrama about death and love 
among three brothers in an early 20th 
century Montana family. Although 
Anthony Hopkins' as the stroke-inflicted 
patriarch threatens to drop the story into 
the realm of silliness, sprawling 
cinematography and a powerful 
soundtrack help save the film. 
KISS OF DEATH 
Rating: 8 
• The cast of the year. It could have 
been the film of the year, but the first 
half hour or so moves slower than it 
should. But once wronged-man David 
Caruso is let out of jail in exchange for 
giving up the bad guys who left him to 
rot, things start to kick. A super-
pumped Nicholas Cage steals nearly 
every scene he's in and support 
performances from Ving Rhames, 
Samuel L. Jackson and Stanley Tucci 
don't hurt. An edgy, eclectic crime 
drama that easily moves from bullets 
to existential philosophy. 
Compiled by Garrick Dion, Lauren 
Stanforth and T. A. Williams 
OPEN TIL' 3:00 AM FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS 
1.CHEEZE 
2. VEGGIE 
l!IIOCCX)U. MUSHROOMS. 
MOZVJlfUA lie IUCOTTA 
3, Twll.IGHT ZoNE ® 
SAUSAGE. MOZZAaWA lie SPICES 
4.RONI 
mruoNLMOZZIJlWA 11c RICOTll\ 
5. OmZ.ONE 
STIAlC AND OiEESE 
6. SPEED Z.ONE 
Sl'INACL MOZZAUUA. RICOTTA 11c CAllUC 
11.COMBO 
1'£1'1'1!10t11, SAIJSAGE. PEPPERS. 
MUSHIOOMS 11c MOZZARElU 
12.MFA.TY 
MU.DAW. ONIONS lie MOZZAREU-< 
13. Low CAL-Z.ONE ® 
BllOCOlU. OIEllOAII. 
MOZZAP.EllAllcGAal.lC 
14.MAUIWOWI 
r!Nf.APlu. HAM. I< Nozz.ufUA CIIEl!SB 
16. LoADING ZoNE 
IIIIEADEOOIICX!N. Pl!nl!RS. 
ONION I< MOZZAUUA 
7. SourHERN CAL ZoNE 17. TIME ZoNE * 
P£1'1'£1S.ONIONS. MllSHIOOMS. 
MOZZUEUA I< aICOTL\ 
18. CHEFSEBURG 
IMXltl.HAM.MOZZAaEl.1AllclUCX1TTA HAMBUIIC.WDN. 
MOZZAUUAI< Ol!Dlll!a 
9. CmacEN PARME-Zorrne 19. PARKING ZoNE * 
IO.EGGPLANT 20. DANGER ZoNE s 
21. STRIKEZoNES 
SPINAOI. BRllAOBD l!GCPLANf, 
CAIWC 11c MOZZAJU]..lA 
22. ITHACA Z.ONE 
SAIJSAGI!. PEll'£R5. ONIONS I< MOZZ/JlEllA 
23. SCHOOL ZoNE ® 
STL'JC. MUSHROOMS lie MOZVJlHUA 
24. CORDON BI.EU 
BREAODEO ODCXEN. HAM. 
AMEJUCAN le MOZZAREI.U, 
25. NEUTRAL ZoNE 
llll!ADEI> OilaEN. HOT WlCE. 
ONIONS 11c OiEDDAA 
26. DROP ZoNE 
011CK!N. PUPDONI. ."1 
MOZlMfl.lAllelUCOTTA "'~~ 
27. BBQ. CHICXF.N 
BIU!AOEDOIICICIH.I.IOJN. ~ 
al!DlloAallcllllllMUCB "'~ 
28. BBQ. STP.AK 
Sll!AE.MOZZMEU.\.AMIIJCAN 
~"'~-ti 
MOZZAUUA. l'UTO. TOMATOES 
30.-l'EsnNG ZoNE "'~~ 
llllEADEO O!JCXEN. MOZZAIIUA. l'!Sl"O 
/,', ()1: ,:l)l'fi,'1111•1• 1·,11!11 ; .. ·, 
I ' .,, .• l \ I \" • l ( \ ''· ' • I> I ' .• ' \ I I 
-HOURS· -PRICES-
MONDAY - TIIURSDAY 11:00 AM - 2:00 AM AllCAI.ZONES (PLUSTAX) ..................... -$4.50 
FRIDAY - SATURDAY 11 :00 AM - 3:00 AM COKE, DIET COKE. SPRITE .................... =S .75 
SUNDAY 11 :00 AM - 1:00 AM 
126 W. STATE ST. 
------------,------------1 3 ca/zones • 3 ca/zones : 
: for $12 : fqr $12 : L--~~~!~~~---~--!~~~~~~---~ 
C 
c1·assifi8d 
"' 
PERSONALS 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY Aaron, 21 at 
last! - All the Phi Kapps & Mom & 
Dad. 
ACS-oops! L. No more classes for 
my beautiful MSPTI Just 2 affils & 
then you get your other desire a 
promise to make 96 a blast! Cat 
Seniors-
The end is near! Why not say "so 
long" or "thanks" to your friends and 
professors. Ithacan Personal ads 
start at only $2. 
PLAN AHEAD 
SAVE$$$ 
Great 6 bedroom house on South 
Aurora St. for 1996-97 10-month 
lease. Rent now and pay less. 273-
7082. 
House For Rent. 8 Rooms, 2 Baths, 
July or Aug. 5 students, Lease, No 
Pets. Linn St. Ca112n-7498 or2n-
3735. 
James Street Townhouses 
ITHACAN CLASSIFIEDS 
Classified ads: $4 minimum for 4 lines. $1 each additional line. 
Personal ads: $2 minimum for 4 lines. $1 each additional line. 
Add $1 per line for any bold or all-capital words within the line. 
Pre-payment is required for all Classified advertisements. 
Ad text (please place one character per space): 
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Deliver-by 5 p.m. Monday to 
The Ithacan 
Ithaca College 
Park Hall, room 269 
Ithaca, NY 14850-7258 
Phone: (607) 274-3207 
FAX: (607) 274-1664 
FOR RENT 
For 1995-96 school yr. Beautiful 
four bed apts, fully furnished, wall to 
wall carpeting, w/d, balconies, park-
ing included. Call 273-8576. __________________ _.:,. ____________ _ 
3 persons $285 each includes all 
utilities. Mostly furnished. No pets. 
Pleasant St. Avail. June 1 272-n26. 
Ideal for Grad. or serious student. 
New and Great condition. Contem-
porary furnishings, computer desk, 
spacious, bright and clean. Call 273-
9300. 
lt'snottoolatatoflndahouaefor 
graduation weekend. East Hill 2 
miles from the Commons. Modem 2 
bedroom widen fully furnished (in-
cludes linens, dishes, etc), two full 
bathrooms, sliding glass doors to 
deck/yard. Sleeps up to 5 people 
comfortably more if they don't mind 
the floor. Available May 19, 20, 21st 
$650. Call today it won't last. 
Certified Properties Inc. 273-1669. 
--------------------------------
Date(s} to run ________ _ Category ___________ _ 
3 Person Apt. $300 each includes 
all utilities. Parking, mostly fur-
nished. No pets. S. Aurora St. avail-
able June 1 272-7726. 
Graduation: Country home - studio 
for weekend or holidays reunions 
weddings 387-6662. 
Name ____________________________ _ 
• 
Address __________________________ _ 
Phone _________________________ ~---
Furnished Duplex, 3 bedroom, well 
maintained, walk to campus and 
Rogans, low utilities, $705.00, 753-
0019. 
TWO BEDROOM nicely furnished 
apartments on the Ithaca Commons. 
Heat included. Only a few left. 273-
9462. 
Commons Studios 
Brand New for August 1995 
New furnished studios on Ithaca 
Commons. Big rooms, private bath, 
refrigerator, .microwave, carpet, 
lounge with 40" TV. Laundry, inter-
com. Walk or bus to IC. From $350 
with utilities. 273-9462 
3 Bd Rm Townhouse, near upper 
buttermilk park, decks, large yard, 
hiking trails, laundry, dishwasher, 
750 mo. plus utilities. Call Tony at 
272-4402. 
New-4 Bedroom Ranch House near 
upper buttermilk park, fireplace, 
laundry, dishwasher, gas furnace 
and range. $1075 month 12 month 
lease. Tony- 272-4402. 
DESPERATELY SEEKING 
HOUSEMATE! Your OWN room at 
SPACIOUS 5-MAN circle $325 
Please call 256-0832. 
CODDINGTON RD- Excellent lo-
cation. Available 8/1/95. 4 Bedroom 
House. $245 per person plus utili-
ties. Call 273-5257 or 275-9703. 
2,3,4 Bedroom Apartments, fur-
nished, walk to Campus. Available, 
June & August. Call 273-9300. 
One block from Commons. Nice 4 
bedroom apartment. Washer/dryer. 
Furnished. $260perperson includes 
all utilities. Available June 1. 
Certified Properties Inc. 273-1669. 
<~1t:i:,toRDAnLi··::Hoi)s1Niti:t: _:-: 
: •• :,• • • • . • • • • •, I • .- • • '• •: :,,•:.'::" ,;•' :,, ·:"?-'" I •• • • ,: / :.~ '.,", '·,•, 
. ·. · • South-Hdl & Do.wntown'1· -- , __ . .- --.,. 
: .. All 5;-,,AS- . "<· ' . . , 
~ .=.·:· 
• Fully_ Furnished 
• 10 ~ 12 Month- Leases 
• Parking and Laund.cy. , 
Downtown 2 Blocks From The Com-
mons. On Bus Route. Big and Bright 
2&3 Bedroom Apartments. Bay Win-
dows, Hardwood Floors, Dining 
room. Available June or August. 
Certified Properties Inc. 273-1669. 
Large studio and one Bedroom 
Apartments 1 Block From The Com-
mons. Hardwood Floors, Lots of 
Windows, Parking, Includes All Utili-
ties. Available June or August. 
Certified Properties Inc. 273-: 1669. 
Double your fun is this huge 6 to 7 
bedroom apt. Two kitchens, two 
bathrooms, nicely furnished, laun-
dry, free parking. Avail. 8/95. Down-
tow11 near Commons. Call 273-
4781. 
House for rent or lease negotiable, 
3-6 bedroom great locations call 
272-9361 or 2n-4783. 
House for rent 4 or 5 person, lease 
negotiable, carpeted/fireplace, laun-
dry parking call 272-9361 or 277-
4783. 
Lovely Studio Apartment 
Near commons. Clean, bright, laun-
dry, free parking. $370 includes all 
utilities. Aug. 273-4781. 
Now renting - 3's and 4's for '95 
school year! Call 2n-4825. 
-------
CLASSIFIEDS 
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Quality Units at Affordable Prices 
24-Hour Maintenance Services 
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CALVIN AND HOBBES • BY BILL WATTERSON 
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To help customers fit Into the bathing suits 
they wanted, Felman's Department Store 
wisely Installed stair-stepping machines 
~- ~~ 
. ~ ,, 
Townhouse with free parking, free 
trash and pets allowed. Call now 
277-4825. 
South Hill 6 bedroom house. 2 full 
kitchens, 2 full baths, hardwood 
floors, large yard. Heat included. 
Furnished. Available Aug 1. 
Certified Properties Inc. 273-1669. 
For the largest selection of houses/ 
apartments in the South Hill and 
downtown area. Studio-6 bedroom 
house. Call 273-1669. 
Certified Properties Inc. 
Fairview Apartments serving Ith-
aca with distinction. Furnished or 
unfurnished studio- 1 , 2 and 3 bed-
room apartments in quiet scholarly 
atmosphere. Heat; water and trash 
removal included. Close to bus 
route. Parking available. Short term 
summer rentals as well as fall rent-
als available. 272-3420. 
Spacious townhouse for four people 
with hardwood floors. Walk to IC. 
Call 277-HUBS. 
Full kitchen, large living room, 1 1/2 
baths, study/recreation for 4. Your 
own room for $250 a month. Call 
277-4VAL. 
3 bedroom apt. or 6 bedroom 
house on Linn St. Available 8/1. 
$250 each including utilities. Park-
ing and laundry. 272-1131. 
New 3 bedroom apartments, fur-
nished, 2 blocks from Commons, 2 
baths, energy efficient. Unique con-
temporaries, balconies. Parking. 
$285-300 per month. 277-6260 or 
533-7324. 
Exciting loft, 1 and 2-bedroom, 
walk to campus. Available June 
and August. 273-9300. 
CharlN St. TownhOUIN 
3/4 Bedrooms, $250 per person, 
11 /2 baths, free parking, heated ga-
rage, private patio, balcony, walk to 
Cornell, IC and Commons. 2 7 7 -
4825. 
Fun Lake Apartments- 2and 3 Bed-. 
room. Porch/beach/dock Nice 
place, fair price. Available June: 273-
7368; 
~ _,, 
ON THE COMMONS 
June Occupancy 
Center Ithaca. Unique 1 & 2 Bed-
room apartments, close to shop-
ping. Dishwashers, elevator, 24-
hour security and adjacent parking. 
Call 272-5275 for appointment. 
14 S. AURORA STREET 
2 or 3 bedroom furnished apart-
ment. Parking, laundry and all utili-
ties included for as low as $275 per 
person. Available NOW with a lease 
ending May 31, 1995. Please call 
James E. Gardner Jr. 277-3232. 
South Hiil 3 bdrm. F umished below 
Rogans. Crnr Grandview and S. 
Aurora. 272-8213 9am - 4:30pm. 
Prospect St. & HIiiview PI.-Great 
locations. Hudson St.-6 person 
house or2-3 bedroom apts. Hillview 
Pl.-5 person house and 2-2 bed-
room apts. Available Aug. 95. 273-
5370. Furnished & off street park-
ing. 
THE OLD CIGAR FACTORY 
Ithaca Commons. Large, modem, 
one, and two bedrooms. New furni-
ture. Big windows facing Commons. 
Bus to IC at comer. Heat included. 
273-9462. 
4BR. Houseconv. l.C.&downtown 
Avail. Aug 95 $270 & util. 273-7302. 
$250 each. Stewart Ave. by bridge. 
Also 1 and 2 bedroom north cam-
pus modem. 272-3389 days, 257-
481 O evenings 5-9 p.m. plus week-
ends. 
4 or 8 bedrooms Eddy St. large, 
modem, furnished, newly remod-
eled, kitchen w/ dishwasher, park-
ing, heat included. Also 1 bedroom 
- College Ave. 272-3389 days, 257-
4810 evenings 5-9 p.m. plus week-
ends. 
LUXURY TOWNHOUSES 3 bed-
room 1 1 /2 baths furnished 
townhouses on South Hill. Washer, 
dryer, microwave, hardwood floors, 
patio and parking. Avaltable for June 
or August leasea from $275 per 
person. JamesE.Gardner,Jr.277-
3232-: 
Hudson Heights STUDIO Apart-
ments now renting for the upcom-
ing school year STARTING at$350. 
Includes everything. Some summer 
sublets available. 213-8473 or 272-
7271. 
HILLVIEW 2 & 3 bedroom furnished 
apartments with covered parking, 
on-site laundry, wall to wall carpet-
ing, spacious rooms, large closets, 
on bus route, starting at $225 per 
person. A GAEA T LOCATION FOR 
IC. James E. Gardner, Jr. 2TT-3232. 
COMMONS WEST 
DOWNTOWNS BEST 
Luxury studio, 1 & 2 bedrooms on 
Ithaca Commons. Bright, quiet apt. 
includes intercoms, heat, laundry 
room and on site staff. Bus to IC at 
comer. Available June & Aug. 273-
9462 
Four Bedroom townhouses, 
houses, apartments available in 
June and August, quality housing, 
great locations, walk to campus. 
273-9300. 
COMMENCEMENT RENTAL-
Three bedroom King Ferry cottage, 
nice lawn, no steps, great for family, 
$250-two nights, $300-three nights. 
27 4-3663 or 273-8705. Weekly rates 
also available. 
Find your dream apartment here --
every week in Ithacan Classifieds. 
NOTICES 
Past Lives, Dreams, Soul Travel 
Presentation and discussion Satur-
day April 291-3 pm. Ithaca Sheraton 
Sponsored by New York Satsang 
Socia affiliate of Eckankar 
Need some spending cash? Sell 
your unused Items here. Ithacan 
classifieds are only $4 for 4 lines. 
Call 274-3207 for details. 
PowerBook 160 
8 MB RAM/80 MB HD 
Internal GV 14.4 FAX Modem 
Case, 2 Batteries, Charger _. 
· Softwa,e, Mint Shape, $1350 finn 
Erlc275-830688imon1 Olthaca.edu 
- _ ~ _ - - - • .,. _, • • ••-,••.•a a. • I, A A A • .. A ,._ ,6 .-. ,1 4 4,• ,.. •' ,• •' •' ,• •' ,• ,. , • '•',' • • ' • • • "' • "' " • V " .... "' 
in Its women's department. 
20" GE color TV with remote. Just 
like new, only $200. Call 275-8011. 
Digital Dual Cassette Stereo $80 
Rollerblades great cond. $50 
ca·11 ASAP leave a message 5-2960. 
For sale- cheap!! Call 275-8429word 
processor/ 8x10 beige carpet, halo-
gen lamp/ small dresser/ 19" TV, 
kitchen items & much morel! 
Entertainment system for sale, com-
plete with TV, VCR, ten-disc CD 
player, two-deck cassette and re-
mote controls$1500, new. Call 273-
2936. 
EMPLOYMENT 
Pennsylvania Coed. childrens over 
night camp seeks staff: swim, crafts, 
radio, golf, nature, sailing, tennis, 
sports, archery, general. Contact 
our campus representative Todd at 
275-5042 or call 610-941-0128. A 
great experience. 
Childcare: 25Hrs/wk in our home 
Affectionate, mature, energetic per-
son wanted to care for our 3y/o boy, 
noon-5pm M-F and occ. full days. 
Beginning July-min 6 mos commit-
ment. Must have own car. Call after 
5pm 539-6851. 
Teaching Jobs Available 
All Grades/All subjects, Administra-
tive positions, Vocational Instructor 
positions. Cal~ 1-800-809-0119. 
Get Started In Modeling: call JR's 
Images to start your career off right. 
Affordable portfolios and com posits, 
glamor and boudoir. Location or stu-
dio. (607) 387-3062. 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING-
Earn up to $2,ooo+/month working 
on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour com-
panies. World travel (Hawaii, 
Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.). No 
experience necessary. For more 
information call 1-206-634-0468 ext. 
C52314. 
$8.25-13HR. Summer jobs In NYC. 
Major Jewish philanthropy seeks 
part-time telephone fundraisers. 
Must be Intelligent, articulate and 
fatniliar with Jewish community. 
Evenings, Sundays, Afternoons. 
Midtown. (212) 836-1571. . 
Easy Work-Excellent Pay 
Mailing Products 
Send SASE to: INTL 
2221 Peachtree Road N.E. 
Suite 0-415 Atlanta, GA 30309 
Mal< lS a sales representative 
fc· ,ummer Ithacan. On-cam-
r- _,,doff-campus accounts avail-
able. Contact Editor in Chief Jon 
Whitboume at 274-3207. 
SUBLET 
Summer Sublet-Up to 5bd in the 
college circle. Price negotiable w/ 
utilities included. Lease starts May-
Aug. Call 272-3573. 
Furnished Bdr in 3 Bdr Apt, Large, 
sunny room, Large porch in Front. 
Walking Distance to I .C. And Down-
town. Bus Route in Front Available 
after Graduation Call 275-8279 ask 
for Bruce. 
Two bedroom apartment in the coun-
try available June and July. Five 
minutes to campus, washer-dryer, 
call 275-8145 for info. ~ 
So cheap- We're giving it away. 1 
bedroom in a circle-available after 
grad-till mid Aug. Call for info. 256-
1587. 
SERVICES 
Caribbean/Mexico 189 R/T Europe 
169. If you can beat these prices 
start your own damn airline. Air-
Tech Ltd. 212/219-7000. 
DO EUROPE 
$169 ANYTIME! (double height) 
If you're a little flexible, we can help 
you beat the airline's prices. -i: 
-No Hidden Charges-
-Cheap Fares WorldWide-
AIRHITCH 212-864-2000 
airhitch@netcom.com 
CENTER ITHACA STORAGE 
For your short or long-term storage ,. 
needs. Dr/, temperate units avail-
able at Center Ithaca. Locker units 
(4'w x 3 1/2'h x 3'd) or larger units 
ma be available. Call 272-5275. 
MACINTOSH COMPUTER AND 
PRINTER. Compkaay811monly 
$499. Call Chris Ill 800-ZII 158115 "' 
SPORTS 
WIRE 
• Senior pitcher/first baseman 
Susan Reid had an outstanding 
weekend for the Ithaca College 
softball team last weekend. In 
four games, Reid was 11-for-
15 at the plate with two 
doubles and four runs. 
• The men's lacrosse team 
was on the losing end of a 13-9 
decision against Nazareth 
Wednesday. It was the team's 
fifth consecutive loss. 
• The men's and women's 
track and field teams took first 
place at a home invitational 
yesterday. The meet also 
featured the men's 4X400 relay 
team using a rubber chicken as 
a baton. 
DID YOU 
KNOW? 
• The Ithaca College men's 
lacrosse team is currently 
ranked 13th in the United 
States Intercollegiate Lacrosse 
Association Division Ill poll, 
and the Ithaca baseball team is 
ranked seventh in the Ameri-
can Baseball Coaches Asso-
ciation/Collegiate Baseball 
Division Ill poll. 
RECORD 
BREAKER 
• Junior Scott Rowe shattered 
two records in the 100-meter 
dash at the Albany Invitational 
last weekend. With his time of 
10.7, Rowe established new 
standards for the Ithaca 
College men's track team and 
the meet itself. 
• Junior third baseman 
Jennifer Blum became the 
career home run leader for the 
Ithaca College softball program 
last week. With three home 
runs during the week. Blum 
raised her record total to six 
round-trippers. 
• Sophomore pitcher Nicki 
Swan became the Ithaca 
College softball team's all-time 
strikeout leader with five K's 
against Buffalo State on 
Sunday. 
ATHLETE OF 
THE WEEK 
Chris Dedrick 
Baseball 
. ---
• Senior pitcher Chris Dedrick 
put together a dominant 
performance for the Ithaca 
College baseball team on 
Saturday. In a 2-0 Bomber 
defeat of St. Lawrence, 
Dedrick struck out seven 
batters and held the Saints to 
::.e·:en hits Dedrick went the 
distance fc,r h,s second straight 1 
com;:iiete-game shutout, and 
J-:e 1'.'c:l'., nc1rr.erj Empire Athletic 
A~.s0c:dt10: i ~1!cher cf the 
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Bombers busy tallying victories 
By Steven Osterhaus 
Ithacan Staff 
Run down and exhausted? Per-
haps. Ready to give in to the com-
petition? Not a chance. 
The Ithaca College softball team 
was out to prove this last week 
while competing against a plethora 
of competition. 
SOFTBALL 
The Bombers took part in a 
double-header at Buffalo State on 
Sunday. They began the day hold-
ing a 4-0 lead, but were unable to 
hold on for the victory, losing 7-4. 
Good experiences, however, some-
times come from unfortunate re-
sults as sophomore Nicki Swan 
stood tall on the mound, tallying 
five strikeouts. These gave her a 
career total of 19S, putting her at the 
summit of the all-time list with SI 
games pitched. Senior Susan Reid 
holds the number seven spot with 
90 strikeouts. 
Game two held different results, 
the Bombers winning decisively 13-
5. First-year player Amy McMordie 
had a stellarperfonnance with three 
RBI. Sophomore shortstop Marie 
Kelly and Reid had three hits a-
piece. 
The Bombers travelled to 
Brockport on Saturday for yet an-
other twinbill and broke even on 
the day. They lost the first contest in 
eight innings, 4-3. Reid's bat was 
just as hot on Saturday as it was the 
following day, going three for three 
in the loss. Senior catcher Chris 
Pettograsso added a fifth inning 
blast in the loss. 
With Reid at the helm, Ithaca 
clutched a victory in game number 
two, 6-2. While picking up four 
strikeouts on the mound, Reid also 
took charge at the plate, ending the 
day three for four. 
The Bombers were at Hartwick 
on Thursday to compete in a victo-
ricus double header, and were in 
command from the first pitch of 
game one. Junior third baseman 
Jennifer Blum was a major part of 
the offense with five hits on the day. 
Her stats read I ike a professional' s. 
Blum is now Ithaca's all-time home 
run leader with six. 
Winning streak· 
comes to an end 
By Matt Yale 
Ithacan Staff 
Great streaks in sports never last 
forever. Entering Wednesday's 
game against Division I Cornell, 
the Ithaca College baseball team 
was in the midst of an 18-game 
winning streak. After the final out 
was recorded, the Bombers were no 
longer in possession of their win-
ning streak after losing 7-5. 
BASEBALL 
"Today we showed how we can 
come back and score some runs, but 
it is tough losing after winning eigh-
teen straight," junior shortstop 
Robby Murray said. · 
Cornell struck first in the third 
inning, touching senior hurler Ed 
Mahoney for four runs. All bases 
loaded, two-RBI single and an er-
ror by centerfielder sophomore Kyle 
Tracy keyed a third inning rally. 
Mahoney found himself in trouble 
again in the fifth-inning. Eric Kirby 
sent a two-strike pitch over the trees 
in right center field for a solo homer. 
"Ed aid not throw the ball well 
today," Head Coach George 
Valesente said. "He did not have 
his normal good location and move-
ment on his pitches." 
Mahoney was replaced by first-
year southpaw Ben Maslona. 
The Bombers scored their first 
two runs in the sixth inning. First-
year Rob Latulippe hit a solo homer 
that was followed by a senior Joe 
Wilson double and first-year Chris 
Snover RBI single. 
In the eighth inning, Bomber 
pinch hitter senior Brad Stewart led 
off with an infield hit. First-year 
pinch-runner Jason Deland was 
thrown out on a steal attempt. 
Snoverand sophomore Tom Carroll 
followed with walks and eventu-
ally scored on a gapper· by Tracy. 
Tracy was thrown out at third in a 
disputed call while trying to stretch 
a double into a triple. 
Maslona pitched three scoreless 
innings before giving up two runs 
in the ninth. 
The breaking ball proved to be a 
problem for the Bomber hitters. 
"I think we took breaking balls 
that were belt-high over the plate," 
Valesente said. "We should have 
been up at the plate swinging." 
~ -~ .. ~.' ~ . 
... 
The Ithacan/Scott McDermot' 
Sophomore Kyle Tracy had 2 RBIs In the 8th Inning but was called 
out at 3rd base In a disputed call. 
Murray stated that he enjoys 
playing against tough competition 
"We would like to show that we 
can play with the big teams, even 
though we are a Division III team," 
Murray said. 
Players look forward to next year 
By Jon Fink 
Ithacan Staff 
For the first time in three years, the Ithaca 
College women's lacrosse team failed to qualify 
for the New York State Women's Collegiate 
Athletic Association playoffs. 
The Bombers ended its season early this year, 
finishing with a 5-6 overall record. Senior co-
captain Emily Leary is disappointed with the 
way the seaS?n ended. 
WOMEN'S 
LACROSSE 
"It is disappointing that the season is over. 
We \\ere a lot better than the record ~howed," 
~he ~aid ··11 is dis'appointir.g that we can't prO\e 
that to • .111yo11e cbc." 
Junior JoAnn Binko. \\ ho led th..: team in 
scoring with 30 goals and 8 assists, is also 
frustrated with the season's ending and believes 
that Ithaca lost some games that they should 
have won. 
"There were probably three games that we 
could have easily won," Bi nko said, "But we did 
not play to our capabilities." 
According to Leary, a tough·schedule had a 
major effect on the season . 
"We played a very tough schedule," Leary 
said. "Some of those big games that we needed 
to come up with big wins in, we just were not 
able to." 
"The most disappointing thing is that two of 
the teams that we beat are playing in the playoffs 
[Hamilton and Cortland]." junior Holly Horneck 
said. 
The Bomber~ did manage to fini~h the sea,on 
out on a winning note. 
On Sunday. the Bomher, bla\ted Skidmore 
15-5. 
Binko led Ithaca with five goals and two 
assists. Leary connected on four goals, giving 
her 63 for her career, and first-year student 
Siobhan O'Reilly registered a hat trick plu,; one 
for the Bombers. 
"We need to work a little more on cohesive-
ness of both the offense and defense,"Horneck 
said. 
Binko believes that Ithaca will be stronger 
next year with most of their players returning. 
"I think next year we should be really strong 
because we're not losing many players. We're 
losing two [seniors], so almost everyone will be 
back." 
Horneck says that everyone is confident about 
next season. 
"\Ve are go111g to be very good next ~eason," 
~he ~aid. "We all agree we arc going to h,nc a 
very strong season." 
Regular season ends on even note 
By Sven r,1eyer 
·,'1,· !••:,k, (_-lo!k:;l' lllc'!l·- ,c·11111:--
i,.'~11,~ 1, rid~, in~ .t cntnpt:tlil\«: r...t:Lt-
,on till~ ,en:-.:,tcr ThL ::. :11hi.:rs 
lost their 1110',t rt.:cnt tournc1mi.:nt at 
Hamilion College 2-7, t! ing the 
~ca',on ,corl· at tive io,sc~ and five 
Wills 
ni,,r" are competing for Ith.Kathi, 
:car. mal,.ing the' ream a relatiwly 
:llllll!;'. ,4uad c,1111pared ,o pa,t 
t,:ams. 
I think they will do ever: thing the: 
..:an to '.\'111. 
Sorhomore Chri, John,on 
agrees that the team i, doing .1 gl1Dd 
jl,b ~o far. "I thillK we did ail right 
etn1,1dering the ..:ir..:un1't.inee,." 
John,nn ,aid. 
..:oming \\·ecl,.end Hob.111 ,111d St 
L1wrence arc It 1-.dy to hc the' B, ,;·:t,-
cr~ toughc,t Lt1T11pc·titi,1n 
St1pho111ll1e D,1ve Clc.!,Pn h·-
l,ne', Huu.tll -ir St L.1-.\renL, \\ :ii 
take home the charnparn~hip,. 
Fnc -.ophomores and two ~e-
MEN'S TENNIS 
Coach Tim Faulkner commenb 
that hi'>!eam i\ giving 11s best. "The 
ream has done \\ell," he ~aid. We 
ha\ c five sophomores this semester 
and they have to learn how to win. 
Th~ onl::, co111pct1tion remain-
ing i, po,hcason play. Eight tcarn', 
will compete for fir~i-pla.:e victory 
at Hobart College in Geneva this 
··We're probabl: the third be,t 
ti.:am after Hoban and St. La" 1cn..:c 
They· ve beaten u~ thi, ,eason. M> I 
think thi.:y"ll win again," Glea~on 
~aid. 
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Impressive finish despite questionable scoring 
By Jonathan Whltbourne 
Ithacan Managing Editor 
Fiveclaysafterthe Ithaca College women's 
track and field team competed at the Albany 
Invitational, a final score remains undeter-
mined. 
WOMEN'S TRACK 
AND FIELD 
At the invitational's conclusion, the offi-
cial score placed Ithaca second, just one-half 
point behindSUNY Cortland. However, Head 
Coach Adrean Scott said scoring errors might 
have occurred during the meet, skewing final 
results. 
"We're still not certain on the score, be-
cause I think one of our B-team relays [teams 
that compete but cannot score points] was 
given points for finishing in third," Scott 
said. 
Regardless of the controversy surround-
ing the final score, Scott said she is pleased 
with her team's effort and performance. 
"Individuals were doing good things and 
that leads to the team finishing well," Scott 
said. "Some people on the team were sur-
prised by their performances, but as a coach 
I wasn't very surprised." 
Meanwhile, sophomore Christianna Dilcer 
emerged victorious· in the 200-meter dash 
and finished second in the 400-meter dash. 
Senior Kristin Schofield won the discus 
competition and placed third in the hammer 
throw, but was most surprised with her fifth 
place finish in the shot put. 
"I don't know how it happened, but I 
managed to actually place in the shot put," 
Schofield said. "I've never placed in that 
event and I'm still a little surprised. There 
were a lot of people cheering me on and some 
of the men's throwers were giving me tips, so 
that really helped." ' 
Coming off several strong performance at 
the Albany Invitational, the Bombers will 
talce five runners to the Penn Relays today. 
Junior Heidi Crossman, sophomore Amy 
Madden, Freeman and Di leer will compete in 
the 400-meter relay. Crossman, Dilcer and 
Freeman will team up again with sophomore 
Melanie Della Rocca for the 1600-meter re-
lay. 
Because Division I teams compete at the 
Penn Relays, along with strong Division II 
and ill programs, Scott said the competition 
will be very competitive. 
Monopolizing the sprinting events.junior 
Bridget Freeman won the JOO-meter dash 
and placed·second in the 100-meter hurdles. 
"Meets like this give us an excellent op-
portunity to run against great competition," 
Scott said. "I'm a finn believer that a team 
can only get better if it competes against 
strong teams. That's why I think the Penn 
Relays are such a good experience." 
Dana Brainard/ The Ithacan 
Junior Jennie McKown dashes over the hurdles at Saturday's Invitational. 
Team hits crucial 
point in season 
Bombers finish strong at Invitational 
By Mike Davis 
Ithacan Staff 
During the men's track and field 
indoor season, junior Scott Rowe 
found himself sitting at home, wait-
ing fur the phone to ring. 
MEN'S TRACK 
AND FIELD 
He had provisionally qualified 
for the national competition in the 
55-meter dash, but had to wait to 
see if his time would be good enough 
to compete in the NCAA Division 
Ill indoor championships. 
But the NCAA Committee con-
tacted Rowe and told him they had 
filled the event with runners who 
had faster times at the provisional 
standard. 
With the Bomber squad now 
running outdoors, Rowe doesn't 
need to go inside to wait for the call. 
At Saturday's Albany Invita-
tional, Rowe set an Albany track 
and Ithaca College record in the 
100-meter dash, winning the event 
with a time of 10.70. 
Rowe's time automatically 
qualified him for the NCAA Divi-
sion III outdoor championships in 
May. 
"It's a major relief because you 
have to wait [until] about only two 
days before a nationals starts to get 
the phone call," Rowe said. "Now 
I don't have to worry about it and I 
can make plans to stay up here 
[Ithaca] for the whole month of 
May." 
While the meet proved impor-
tant for Rowe, it carried equal weight 
for the entire team. 
With three meets completed and 
the Empire Athletic Association 
(EAA) conference championship 
upcoming, the squad has entered an 
important stretch in the outdoor 
season. 
Overall, the Bombers finished 
third out of the 19 teams at the 
Invitational,ameetthatHeadCoach 
Jim Nichols pinpoirited as a crucial 
"We've said that the 
next two weeks were 
very critical for us far 
as putting things to-
gether. And the begin-
ning of that was the 
Albany Invitational. " 
-Jim Nichols, head coach \ 
stage in the season. 
"We've said that the next two 
weeks were very critical for us as 
far as putting things together," he 
said. "And the beginning of that 
was the Albany Invitational." 
Nichols said that while many 
teams at the meet did not provide 
quality competition, a few schools 
had high-caliber squads. 
Albany State, the host and con-
vincing winner of the invite, fin-
ished second in the country at the 
NCAA Division III Indoor Cham-
pionship, Nichols said. 
Other top perfonnances came 
from senior Colin Hoddinott and 
sophomore Erik Listemann. 
Hoddinott took second in the 
high jump with his best leap of the 
outdoor season (6'4 3/4"), while 
Listemann finished as the runner-
up in the triple jump with a season-
best 41' 8 3/4 ". 
"We've been working hard since 
the indoor season and finally we're 
starting to get some good perfor-
mances out of everyone," 
Listemann said. 
The Bombers will host the Ithaca 
Invitational on Wednesday, a final 
tuneup meet before the last-ever 
EAA conference championship to 
be held Saturday at Rensselaer. 
"It will be very special to who-
ever wins the last one," Nichols 
said. "Ithaca College has domi-
nated that meet in the past and it 
would be a shame for us not to win 
it with the history that we've had in 
the dominance of it. But It's going 
to be a very difficult task." 
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Depth of crew team proves powerful 
Bombers capture all-around team point trophy at the Murphy Cup regatta 
By JennHer Saltzglver 
It~ Sports Editor 
It was a weekend of surprises for 
the Ithaca College crew team. 
The team traveled last Saturday 
to Philadelphia for the Murphy Cup 
Regatta. Head Coach Dan Robinson 
said by the end of the day he be-
came a little discouraged with the 
absence of first-place finishes. 
"I was a little frustrated, but at the end of the day, 
someone tapped me on the shoulder and said, 'by 
the way, you won the all-around team point tro-
phy. ' That made the day better. " 
Navy, none of us believed her," 
junior Jennifer Barefoot said. "1ben 
we saw the boats and open water 
and the adrenaline just started pump-
ing." 
"It is really impressive that the 
women's JV boat beat Temple and 
Navy,"Robinsonsaid ... Ahugewin 
and a decisive win." 
started out behind and then just ran 
out of gas," Robinson said. 
Robinson did add that the race 
was encouraging because the men 
almost caught up to the top three 
boats, proving a great deal of en-
durance. 
CREW 
"I was a little frustrated, but at 
the end of the day, someone tapped 
me on the shoulder and said, 'by the 
way, you won the all-around team 
pointtrophy,"'Robinsonsaid. ''That 
made the day better." 
Competing against five other 
teams, Ithaca claimed victory in 
only one event, the women's junior 
varsity 8 boat. However, the depth 
of the team enabled the Bombers to 
collect enough points to clench the 
overall team title for the second 
time in the past four years. . 
The women's JV 8 boat did not 
All the pancakes or french toast 
you can eat, plus coffee, 
for only $2.99. 
Voted #1 Breakfast in Ithaca! 
.272-6706' 
' ~~.:;.. 
"~~ Golden Garter 
,~.~-
Fine Casual Dinin9 
Make graduation plans early, call 277-4718 
Open: Mon.-Sat. 
5 p.m. - JO p.m. 
closed Sun. 1648 Eastshore Dr. 
Reservations requested Lansing, N.Y. 14882 
-Dan Robinson, head coach 
take control of the race until the 
halfway mark. Beginning with a 
staggered start and a curve in the 
race line, it was difficult to tell who 
was in the lead. In fact, when the 
coxswain gave indications when 
passing by the other boats the row-
ers didn't believe her. 
"When the coxswain said we 
were edging past Temple and then 
However, the_ men's heavy-
weight 8 boat did not fare as suc-
cessful as the women's JV 8. 
Plagued by slow starts throughout 
the season, the heavyweight team 
started out behind and could not 
pull it through to win the race, plac-
ing fifth overall. 
"We had a chance to win, but we 
'"The start is something we have 
to work on," Robinson said. "If 
someone doesn't have a big lead on 
us, they don't have a chance." 
In order for the boats to qualify 
for the Nationals, emphasis on ·en-
durance training is now switching 
to technical skills to fine tune races. 
"We have to keep our heads in the 
boat and focus on our races," Bare-
foot said. 
The Ithacan/ Ankur Dholakia 
Sophomore attack Kris Konrad tries to scoop up the ball In Saturday's 7-6 loss against AHred 
University at the Upper Terrace Flelds. 
Losing streak decreases 
hopes of post-season play 
~ Only 20 minutes from J.C. 
STUDENT 
FARES!-
By Joshua MIine 
=---- Ithacan Staff 
"That's really not what we are about. We're play-
ing because we enjoy playing lacrosse. We're 
playing for pride and we are not giving up. " 
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The men's lacrosse team was 
ranked ninth at the beginning of the 
season in the United States Lacrosse 
Association Division ID. They were 
looking to contend for the national 
championship. But things have 
changed over the last few weeks as 
Ithaca has recently lost four games 
in a row. 
MEN'S 
LACROSSE 
One of Ithaca's most recent 
losses took place on Saturday_ 
against Alfred, 7-6. The Bombers 
have not lost four games in a row 
since the end of the 1990 season. 
Now that the playoff opportuni-
ties are decrasing, tbc Bombers 
are looking to just win the next few 
games. 
"I don't think the playoffs are a 
big concern," senior Jim Cramer 
said. "We're now looking game to 
game." 
''The team is a lot more relaxed," 
junior Chuck Belden said. ''The 
pressure isn't on us to win now to 
make the playoffs. We are out there 
to play the game of lacrosse." 
In the loss to Alfred, sophomore 
Kris Konrad led the Bombers with 
two goals. Seniors Cramer and Tim 
Price.junior John Keogh and first-
yearstudentJoey Hope each scored 
a goal. 
First-year goalie, Matt Troy, 
completed 11 saves while allowing 
seven goals. 
Even though Troy has been the 
goalie in the last four losses, Head 
Coach Jeff Long sttesscd that the 
team will not put senior Mike Bums 
back in goalandthatdiclasseshave 
-Tim Price '95 
nothing to do with Troy. 
"Matt Troy will play in goal 
throughtheendoftheseason,"Long 
said. "He is doing very good and the 
0-4 has nothing to do with his play." 
Even though Bums is not play-
ing goalie, he has moved to the 
defense position. 
.. He [Burns] has shown he can 
play another position well," Price 
said. "WecankeepMattingoaland 
utilize all our players." 
Playing the game of lacrosse is 
what the team enjoys. The playoffs, 
however, are not the only important 
thing. 
61bat's really not what we are 
about," Price said ... We're playing 
because we enjoy playing lacrosse. 
We're playing for pride and we are 
not giving up." 
NaMBERS •. NaMBERS. EVERYWHEREI 
Follow 1he Bombers and find out who did what. n. ITHACAN 
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SPRING SPORTS 
RECORDS 
BOMBERS SCOREBOARD THE WEEK AHEAD 
Hhaca College Sports 
Team w L 
Baseball 21 6 
Men's Lightweight Crew 5 3 
Softball 16 12 
Men's Tennis 5 4 
Women's Crew 7 6 
Men's Lacrosse 3 4 
Women's Lacrosse 5 7 
Men's Heavyweight Crew 4 6 
Golf 0 2 
Women's Tennis 0 2 
Total 66 52 
MEN'S CREW 
Men's Heavyweight 8 (4-6) 
1. Temple 
2. Drexel 
3. Washington College 
4. Delaware 
5. Ithaca 
Men's Ughtwelght 8 (5-3) 
1. Bucknell 
2. Ithaca 
3. Villanova 
4. Drexel 
5. LaSalle 
Pct. 
.na 
.625 
.571 
.556 
.538 
.429 
.417 
.400 
.000 
.000 
.559 
6:09 
6:15 
6:26 
6:29 
6:30 
6:17 
6:21 
6:27 
6:30 
6:32 
Baseball (21-6, 11-1 EAA) 
Ithaca 13, Colgate 2 
Ithaca 2, St. Lawrence 1 
Ithaca 2, St. Lawrence O 
Ithaca 4, Clarkson 2 
Ithaca 7, Clarkson 2 
Ithaca 13, Oneonta 2 
Softball (16-12) 
Ithaca 12, Hartwick 1 
Ithaca 9, Hartwick 1 
Brockport 4, Ithaca 3 
Ithaca 6, Hartwick 2 
Buffalo State 7, Ithaca 4 
Ithaca 13, Buffalo State 5 
Women's Crew (7-6) 
Temple 7:14, Ithaca 7:40 
Navy 7:21, Ithaca 7:40 
Ithaca 7:40, Delaware 7:51 
Ithaca 7:40, Rhode Island 8:07 
Ithaca 7:40, St. Joseph's 8:18 
Women's Lacrosse (5-7) 
Hartwick 13, Ithaca 9 
Trenton 20, Ithaca 5 
Ithaca 15, Skidmore 5 
MEN'S LACROSSE 
Men's Lacrosse (3-4, 2-3 EAA) 
Alfred 7, Ithaca 6 
Men's Heavyweight Crew (4-6) 
Temple 6:09, Ithaca 6:30 
Drexel 6:15, Ithaca 6:30 
Washington College 6:26, Ithaca 6:30 
Delaware 6:29, Ithaca 6:30 
Ithaca 6:30, Bucknell 7:09 
Men's Ughtwelght Crew (5-3) 
Bucknell 6:17, Ithaca 6:21 
Ithaca 6:21, Villanova 6:27 
Ithaca 6:21, Drexel 6:30 
Ithaca 6:21, LaSalle 6:32 
Ithaca 6:21, Rhode Island 6:38 
Men's Tennis (5-4) 
Ithaca 7, Hartwick 2 
Ithaca 5, Rensselaer 4 
Hamilton 7, Ithaca 2 
Women's Track and Field 
2nd at Albany Invitational 
Men's Track and Field 
3rd at Albany Invitational 
Thursday, Apr. 27 
Softball vs. Cornell (2) ................................... 4 p m. 
Women's Track and Field at Penn Relays .... 9 a.m. 
Friday, Apr. 28 
Golf at Elmira Invitational ............................. 10 a.m. 
Women's Track and Field at Penn Relays ..... 9 a.m. 
Men's Tennis at Empire Athletic Association 
at Hobart .................................................... 9 a.m. 
Saturday, Apr. 29 
Men's Lacrosse at St. Lawrence .................... 2 p.m. 
Women's Track and Field at Empire Athletic 
Association Championship at Rensselaer 11 a.m. 
Men's Track and Field at Empire Athletic 
Association Championship at Rensselaer 11 a.m. 
Men's Tennis at Empire Athletic Association 
at Hobart ..................................................... 9 a.m. 
Women's Crew at Williams vs. Massachusetts 
and Mount Holyoke ..................................... 1 p.m. 
Men's Heavyweight Crew at Williams vs. 
Massachusetts and Mount Holyoke ............ 1 p.m. 
Men's Lightweight Crew at Williams vs. 
Massachusetts and Mount Holyoke ............ 1 p.m. 
Sunday, Apr. 30 ,_ 
Baseball vs. Mansfield ................................... 1 p.m. 
Women's Track and Field at NYSWCAA 
Heptathlon at Ithaca .................................. 12 p.m. 
Men's Track and Field at NYSCT&FA 
Decathlon at Ithaca ................................... 12 p.m. · 
Monday, May 1 
Women's Track and Field at NYSWCAA 
WOMEN'S CREW Statistics Heptathlon at Ithaca .................................. 12 p.m .. Men's Track and Field at NYSWCAA 
Women's Varsity 8 (7-6) 
1. Temple 
2. Navy 
3. Ithaca 
4. Delaware 
5. Rhode Island 
6. St. Joseph's 
Women's Junior Varsity 8 
7:14 
7:21 
7:40 
7:51 
8:07 
8:18 
Name 
Joey Hope 
Tim Price 
Todd McRae 
Danny Sheehan 
Jim Cramer 
Kris Konrad 
Team 
Opponent 
GP 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
G A Pts. 
18 7 25 
13 8 21 
11 9 20 
7 6 13 
7 3 10 
7 3 10 
n 45 122 
57 35 92 
GB Shots EMG EAA 
17 55 4 18-7-25 
Heptathlon at Ithaca .................................. 12 p.m. 
22 41 2 28-11-39 
19 41 2 28-17-45 
31 40 2 4-16-10 
12 28 4-0-4 
Tuesday, May 2 
Baseball vs. LeMoyne .................................... 4 p.m. 
Softball at Scranton (2) .................................. 3 p.m. 
11 30 6-2·8 
404 286 13 
339 204 13 
Wednesday, May 3 
Softball vs. Mansfield ..................................... 3 p.m. 
1. Ithaca 
2. Temple 
7:30 
7:40 
7:43 
8:06 
8:07 
9:13 
Score by Quarters 
3. Navy 
4. LaSalle 
5. Bucknell 
6. Villanova 
Ithaca 
Opponent 
1 
22 
10 
314 West State Street, 273-1513 • Open.Mein.- Thurs. until 8:00 pm.; Fri. until 4:00 pm. 
The only services we are unable to offer are prenatal care and delivery and gynecological surgery. 
ITHACA COLLEGE THEATRE 
PRESENTS 
INVITATION TO THE DANCE 
AN INNOVATIVE BLAZE OF COLOR, LIGHTS. AND MOVEMENT. 
APRIL lS-29, 
1995 
·8:00 P.M. 
HOERNER THEATRE 
MATINEE PERFORMANCE APRIL 29 AT 2:00 P.M;· 
Box· Office Pteone: 214-3224 . 
~ t .'." .,. r • t .- , ,. ,a f' , .- , i ..- , • ,I I• J ..,l,w .- ,.:., ..:. ... 'I,. I ~~I I • j '( ' \ .I 
. - - -- - -- -·- - .. .,, 
2 
15 
15 
3 4 OTs 
22 18 0 
15 17 0 
Total 
n 
57 
Avg. 
11.0 
8.1 
Your 
Future 
Could 
Hold 
A 
Room. 
Change 
Compiled by 
Bob Hopkins 
Waitlists For Garden Apts., Terrace Suites, 
Emerson Hall, Singles, Doubles and Triples Are 
Now Available In The Office Of Residential Life! 
• Applications available at The Office of Residential Life - East Tower Wednesday, April 
26, 1995 az,8:30 11.111.. tlaro11,1h Molllla1., May l, 1995 at 5:00 p.m . 
• Applications:rcoeivcd will be pnoritittd by lottery nu~ .. Appli~ti~n_s received 
after May l, 1995. 5:00 p.m:will be considered late, and will be pnonnzed 
on a first come fusl served basis 8' !he end of the waitlist. . 
• Students may ·complete applications individually, or in groups. 
• A valid I.D. ~~st be, presented when turning in an application. 
• Waitlists will be proce11td over the siummer on a space available basis. 
The Back Pa 
"--, .... 
At right, senior WHIie Way 
tries to block an attack by 
sophomore Jason Camp. 
Both are members of the 
volleyball team, which 
placed fifth recently 
at nationals. 
Jesse Ferber / Ithacan staff 
., -
' . ·~-">~' ... ,.,. 
.. 
' I
I •. ,, 1·, -
• The Ithacan 
Thursday, April 27, 1995 
Page24 
Going 
up? 
With temperatures rising 
above 60 degrees, many 
ventured outside this 
week to enjoy the long-
awaited spring. 
• 
Patty String/ Ithacan Photo Editor Patty String / Ithacan Photo Editor Patty String / Ithacan Photo Editor 
Dr. Lauren Costello sits near the chapel. Rachel Butler raluea on the academic quad Wednesday afternoon. Hackey-sack players came out In force. 
- .#. 
. 
.. -.·. 
The Dillingham Fountains 
alwaya makes for a 
pleUant spot. especially on 
a sunny day • 
Patty String / 
Ithacan Photo Editor 
